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"No words can describe the grandeur and majesty 
of these mountains, and even photographs seem 

hopelessly to dwarf and belittle the most 
impressive peaks. The fact that it is altogether 

unknown, the beauty of its scenery, and the 
opportunity it offers for mountain climbing, give 

the region a wonderful attraction for the lover 
of nature." 

- George Bird Grinnell, 1901, 
"Crown of the Continent," Century Magazine 
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Foreword 

At Glacier National Park, successful 
interpretation will: 

(1) Enable park visitors to experience the 
significant resources of the park and 
surrounding ecosystem by providing 
information and services which increase 
visitor safety and emphasize non
consumptive and low impact behaviors. 

(2) Interrelate the natural and cultural 
resource stories. Visitors will 
understand that people have been, are, 
and will be integral parts of the 
Glacier National Park ecosystem. 

(3) Incorporate the efforts and results of 
resource preservation activities and 
scientific research into interpretation. 

(4) Foster visitor appreciation for the 
national and international significance 
of Glacier National Park. Both personal 
and non-personal interpretive services 
will seek to enhance visitor enjoyment 
of park resources and inspire visitors 
to identify with and participate in the 
preservation of Glacier National Park's 
wildlife, flora, geologic, historic, and 
ethnographic features. 

To the extent possible, interpretation will 
include the entire Crown of the Continent 
Ecosystem (CCE) and not be restricted by park 
and national boundaries. It will cross 
cultural boundaries and incorporate the 
values of the Blackfeet Nation. It will 
address Glacier National Park as a year-round 
park. Interpretation will address the 
Waterton/Glacier International Peace Park 
which includes Glacier National Park (United 
States) and Waterton Lakes National Park 
(Canada). 

1 
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Role of Interpretation 

The role of interpretation at Glacier 
National Park is defined in the Statement for 
Management, 1990: 

"To foster public appreciation, understanding 
and enjoyment of the cultural and natural 
resources of Glacier National Park and the 
surrounding area." 

To achieve this objective, the following 
issues enumerated in the Statement for 
Management are addressed by the park 
interpretive staff and by this Interpretive 
Prospectus: 

Park Gateways 
"Improve visitor access to information and 
interpretation at all park gateways." 

Environmental Education and outreach Programs 
"Plan, produce, and make available to local 
schools, civic groups, and communities 
professionally developed environmental 
education and outreach programs that stress 
regional ecosystem management concerns." 

Interpretive Theme 
"Identify park interpretive themes which are 
drawn from an analysis of management 
concerns, Resources Management Plan, enabling 
legislation, and National Park Service 
national initiatives." 

Interdisciplinary Proqram 
"Develop an interdisciplinary public 
information, media, and visitor education 
program which promotes support for National 
Park Service policies, park management 
actions, and regulations designed to preserve 
park resources and assure visitor safety." 

Contact with Park Clientele 
"Develop the appropriate level of 
interpretive services including guided 
activities, on-site and off-site programs, 
exhibits, audiovisual media, publications, 
and outreach programs such as environmental 
education and seminars to achieve maximum 
efficient contact with park clientele." 

2 
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Free PUblications 
"Coordinate production, funding, and 
distribution of free publications in concert 
with other agencies and the private sector." 

Traditional Interpretive Activities 
"Preserve opportunities for park visitors to 
enjoy traditional interpretive activities 
with National Park Service ranger naturalists 
while continuing to utilize interns, 
volunteers, Student Conservation Association 
aids, and other supplemental programs to 
enhance interpretive services." 

Interaqency and International Interpretation 
"Cooperate with interagency and international 
interpretive efforts in the park and region 
surrounding Glacier." 

Park Partners 
"Provide leadership and coordination for park 
partners in interpretation, such as the 
Glacier Natural History Association, the 
Glacier Institute and park concessioners. 11 

Interpretive Media 
"Improve and sustain the quality of Glacier 
National Park museum exhibits, audiovisual 
media, wayside exhibits, and publications." 

Graphic Themes 
"Develop and use a consistent graphic theme 
in park presentations, stationery, logos, 
uniforms, and other media that identifies 
Glacier National Park as a unique entity." 

3 
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Introduction 

Glacier National Park is located in 
northwestern Montana and shares a common 
border of 39 miles with British Columbia and 
Alberta, Canada. To the northwest, Glacier 
borders the Akamina-Kishinena District of 
British Columbia. To the northeast, Glacier 
borders Waterton Lakes National Park, 
Alberta, Canada. By Presidential 
Proclamation, the two parks form 
Waterton/Glacier International Peace Park. 

At Glacier, all forms of interpretation-
personal services, facilities, and media-
must be enhanced in order to do a better job 
of providing basic orientation, regulatory, 
safety, and resource related information to 
visitors, especially along the Going-to-the
Sun Road corridor and in other areas of the 
park where visitors congregate. It is the 
purpose of this Interpretive Prospectus to 
identify staffing levels, facilities, media, 
exhibits, and publications which will operate 
together to preserve significant resources, 
protect naturally functioning ecosystems, and 
provide safe and enjoyable visitor 
experiences. 

The park has natural and cultural resources 
of national and international significance: 
threatened and endangered wildlife--bald 
eagles, grizzly bears, and wolves; national 
historic and engineering landmarks--Lake 
McDonald Lodge, Many Glacier Hotel, and 
Going-to-the-sun Road; important cultural and 
ethnographic values, especially those 
associated with the Blackfeet Nation; 
exemplary glacial landforms; and unparalleled 
opportunities for non-consumptive recreation, 
including over 730 miles of maintained 
trails. 

Legislatively, its purposes are: 

(1) To preserve the spectacular Northern 
Rocky Mountain topography, active 
glaciers, and unique plant and 

4 
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animal communities for the benefit and 
enjoyment of the public as stated in the 
enabling act of May 11, 1910: 

"· .. a public park or pleasure ground 
for the benefit and enjoyment of the 
people of the United States . . . in a 
state of nature so far as is consistent 
with the purposes of this act, and for 
the care and protection of the fish and 
game within the boundaries thereof." 

(2) To manage Glacier National Park in 
accordance with the Act signed on August 
25, 1916, in which Congress established 
in the Department of the Interior the 
National Park Service: 

"The Service thus established shall 
promote and regulate the use of the 
Federal areas known as national 
parks, monuments and reservations 
. . . by such means and measures as 
conform to the fundamental purpose of 
the said parks, monuments, and 
reservations, which purpose is to 
conserve the scenery and the natural and 
historic objects and the wild life 
therein and to provide for the enjoyment 
of the same in such manner and by such 
means as will leave them unimpaired for 
the enjoyment of future generations." 

(3) To commemorate the friendship and 
goodwill of Canada and the United States 
through the establishment and management 
of waterton Lakes National Park in 
Canada and Glacier National Park in the 
United States as Waterton/Glacier 
International Peace Park, by 
Presidential Proclamation No. 2003, June 
30, 1932. 

(4) To manage Glacier National Park as a 
Biosphere Reserve under the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Organization's (UNESCO) Man and 
the Biosphere Program (MAB). This 1976 
designation recognized Glacier's conifer 
forests, alpine tundra, diverse biotic 
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communities, and other unique 
environmental qualities and lent depth 
and support to the following objectives: 

To conserve biological resources 

To perpetuate and learn from 
traditional forms of land use 

To learn how natural systems work 

To monitor natural and human-caused 
changes 

To improve management of natural 
resources 

To share knowledge 

To cooperate in solving natural 
resource problems 

- UNESCO-~..AB, 1975 

Resources 

Glacier National Park and Canada's Waterton 
Lakes National Park together form the 
Waterton/Glacier International Peace Par~. 
The international park constitutes the core 
of a vast mountain recreation complex that 
follows the Continental Divide and includes 
superb natural resources in Canada and the 
United States. In the United States, the 
vast majority of this complex consists of 
remote mountainous national forests and 
wilderness areas. These public lands extend 
almost continuously from the Canadian border 
south into Idaho and Wyoming and west into 
Washington. Flathead and Lewis and Clark 
National Forests (with the Bob Marshall, 
Great Bear, and Scapegoat Wildernesses) flank 
the park on the west and south. The 
Blackfeet Indian Reservation abuts park land 
to the east . 

Thus, the park is located at the center of 
one of the largest intact wild ecosystems of 
the Rocky Mountain chain--an internationally 
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significant location from the standpoint of 
scientific, aesthetic, and conservation 
values. 

Biology - The Rocky Mountains are a 
formidable barrier, and they divide Glacier 
National Park into two quite different 
environments. Wide variations in elevation, 
climate, and soils on both sides of the 
Continental Divide encourage substantial 
biological diversity and offer sanctuary to 
numerous endangered, threatened, or rare 
species. The natural processes of avalanche, 
fire, and flood occur with enough frequency 
to be factors of considerable ecological 
importance . 

The most significant aspect of Glacier's 
flora is its diversity: alpine tundra, 
coniferous forest, and, less extensively, 
grasslands, meadows, and bogs in response to 
local soil and moisture conditions. Frequent 
snowslides create shrubfields in manv areas. 
Fire is one of the most significant • 
determinants of local vegetation. 

The park is a meeting ground for five major 
floristic provinces. The Northern Rocky 
Mountain flora is dominant. Many species 
with Great Plains affinities grow along the 
eastern slopes. A wide variety of arctic
alpine plants grow above tree line. Numerous 
Pacific slope and boreal species reach their 
southern and eastern limits in the park. 

Most precipitation falls west of the 
Continental Divide, where the park 
encompasses vast boreal ecosystems, numerous 
lakes and streams, and an associated complex 
of glacier carved valleys. Moisture-laden 
air from the west is forced upward by the 
mountains and loses 25 to 50 inches of annual 
precipitation to the lower elevations. 
Compared to the rest of the park, the climate 
of the western valley is gentle. The warm, 
moist conditions produce dense forests of 
larch, spruce, fir, and lodgepole pine. In 
the Lake McDonald Valley, western red cedar 
and western hemlock reach their eastern 
limits. 
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The upper elevations receive 80 to 100 inches 
of precipitation annually, mostly as snow. 
Extensive alpine meadows occupy the high 
central spine of the park. The alpine areas 
provide the setting for some of the best 
wildflower displays in North America. A few 
of the flowers that participate in the short-
1 i ved summer spectacle include heather, 
gentian, beargrass, and glacier lily. 

Continental air masses influence the climate 
east of the divide, finding their expression 
in colder temperatures and less 
precipitation. The eastern slopes, where the 
plains roll up to the mountains, are almost 
constantly buffeted by winds, frequently of 
high velocity. Prairie flora include 
pasqueflower, red and white geraniums, 
gaillardia, asters, shooting star, and Indian 
paintbrush. 

The vast floral diversity of the varied 
habitats provides a significant reservoir of 
genetic material. T'Wenty-six rare Montana 
plants have been recorded in the park. 
Eighteen of these are found only in the park 
and its immediate environs. The integrity of 
the park's floral species remains largely 
intact, but exotic species are spreading in 
disturbed areas. 

The grizzly bear symbolizes the marvelous 
array of wildlife in Glacier National Park. 
The complex ecosystems provide habitats for 
over 200 species of birds and 57 species of 
mammals. As the central core section of a 
vast de facto international wilderness, 
Glacier offers sanctuary and corridor for 
Canadian and United States wildlife 
interaction, migration, and genetic exchange. 

Many of the high country lakes were 
originally devoid of fish. Exotic and native 
fishes have been so liberally distributed by 
man that many of the park's aquatic 
ecosystems bear little resemblance to those 
originally present. 

8 
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Geology ,~ Running water and glaciers have 
carved the land into its present form. 

Glacially sculptured peaks straddle a divide 
from which pristine waters descend to three 
oceans. Glacier's headwaters flow ultimately 
into Hudson Bay and the Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans. From the high peaks, sweeping scenic 
vistas are enhanced by clear mountain air, 
with visibility extending up to 200 miles. 

Fifty small alpine glaciers of relatively 
recent, post-Pleistocene origin dot the 
higher elevations. These glaciers visibly 
demonstrate ongoing evolutionary processes of 
erosion and the development of topographic 
features. The park's numerous hanging 
valleys, cirques, aretes, and more than 200 
lakes and a 1,450 mile network of streams and 
rivers (31,000 acres of water) are evidence 
of the glacial action that has shaped and 
continues to shape the topography of the 
region. Throughout the summer, Upper 
Grinnell Lake contains huge blocks of ice 
that have broken from the glacier above. 
Grinnell Glacier still grinds away the 
surrounding cirque walls. 

The layers of the Precambrian Belt Supergroup 
are extraordinarily well delineated in the 33 
percent of the park that is above tree line, 
and the layered sedimentary structures are 
unusually well displayed in the dry, eastern 
slope climate. The Belt Supergroup contains 
the most diverse and best preserved 
assemblage of stromatolites, fossilized 
algae, and bacteria on the continent. 

The Lewis overthrust, a classic example of an 
overthrust fault, is easily visible in the 
park. 

History and Prehistory - Past human 
activities have contributed important 
cultural resources: prehistoric sites, 
historic lodges, cabins, administrative 
buildings, Going-to-the-sun Road, and an 
extensive trail system. 

The park has 27 known prehistoric sites, some 
dating to s,ooo B.C. Archeological artifacts 
and other evidence indicate that Glacier 
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served as a base for Native American hunting 
and gathering camps--particularly along the 
shores of St. Mary and McDonald Lakes. The 
mountain passes provided travel corridors for 
Blackfeet hunting and raiding parties and 
provided for Kootenai, Kalispell, and 
Flathead tribal migrations to the Great 
Plains for seasonal bison hunts. 

Today members of the Blackfeet Nation use 
Chief Mountain and the Two Medicine area as 
ceremonial or religious focal points. Many 
of the park's place names are of Native 
American origin . 

There are 52 historic archeological sites. 
several park structures including Many 
Glacier Hotel, Lake McDonald Lodge, Two 
Medicine Campstore, and the Granite Park and 
Sperry Chalets are designated National 
Historic Landmarks. Other structures, such 
as the Belly River, cut Bank, swiftcurrent, 
and Logging Creek Ranger Stations, as well as 
park fire lookouts are listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places. The Going-to
the-Sun Road is a significant cultural 
resource recognized as a National Engineering 
Landmark. 

Largely through the efforts of Rotary. 
International of Alberta and Montana, the 
U.S. Congress and the Canadian Parliament in 
1932 established the first international 
peace park in the world--Waterton/Glacier 
International Peace Park. The park 
symbolizes the bonds of peace and friendship 
between the people of the United States and 
Canada. 

Visitor Use 

Glacier National Park draws more than two 
million visitors annually, 15 percent from 
foreign nations. Since 1980 visitor use has 
increased at an average annual rate of 4 
percent, with 2.1 million persons visiting 
the park in 1991. 

Glacier National Park is committed to serving 
all of its visitors. Special effort will be 
made to assure that people with visual, 

10 
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hearing, mobility, and mental impairments 
have access to interpretive programs, 
facilities, and media. All new interpretive 
media and programs will be developed to 
provide the highest level of accessibility 
possible and reasonable, following Harpers 
Ferry Center's Programmatic Accessibility 
Guidelines for Interpretive Media (see 
Appendix B) . 

Existing programs, facilities, and media will 
be modified to provide accessibility wherever 
feasible. Of particular concern are the need 
for improved access for people with 
disabilities at the Lake McDonald Lodge 
auditorium, the Logan Pass Visitor Center, 
and the Running Eagle Falls Trail at Two 
Medicine. 

Primary visitor activities include 
sightseeing, hiking, camping, picnicking, 
fishing, and boating. Glacier National 
Park's peak season occurs during the summer 
and early autumn, with 89 percent of use in 
the months June through September. In 1991 
September visitation (287,000) approached 
June visitation (301,000). September is an 
important shoulder season month. 

Seasonal visitation: 
1% winter (December, January, 

February) 
6% spring (March, April, May) 

76% summer (June, July, August) 
17% fall (September, October, November) 

From 1990 Visitor Services Project Survey: 

Age of park visitors: 
10% children to age 10 
14% teenagers, age 11-20 
60% adults, age 20-60 
16% senior citizens 

Group affiliations: 
71% family 
10% peer groups 

9% alone 

7% family & 
friends 

2% organized tour 
2% other 

11 
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origin: 
national (outside Montana) 
international 

Point of 
72% 
15% 
13% Montana residents (Of all visitors, 

less than 3% were from 
countries where English is not 
the first language.) 

Visitor types: 
79% day users (The majority of day 

users are staying outside the 
park, but are visiting Glacier 
for multiple days.) 

10% stay overnight in the park hotels, 
motels, chalets 

10% overnight campers 
1% backcountry campers 

Information and visitor services program use 
by summer visitors: 

92% used the park folder 
72% used visitor centers 
69% used one or more self-guided trails 
53% went day hiking 
22% attended an evening interpretive 

talk and/or a ranger-guided 
hike 

A 1990 Visitor Services Project (VSP) survey 
at Glacier National Park provides managers 
with some increased understanding of park 
visitors, but also illustrates some of the 
remaining information gaps. The survey 
queried summer visitors during the peak use 
season and results should not be extrapolated 
to spring, winter, or fall visitor use 
seasons. Secondly, while the VSP does a good 
job of characterizing visitor services and 
satisfaction, it provides limited information 
about visitor/resources interactions. 
Additional research is necessary if managers 
are to be able to address questions and 
concerns in a fully effective manner. 

What is known about summer visitors to 
Glacier National Park can be summarized from 
the 1990 VSP as follows: 
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Almost half of park visitors (49%) 
identified Glacier as their primary 
destination. Of the remainder: 17% 
identified multiple destinations; 11% 
identified Yellowstone or Grand Teton 
National Parks as primary; 10% 
identified Banff or Waterton Lakes 
National Parks in Canada as primary; the 
remainder identified one of more than 50 
other destinations. 

Visitors were commonly families (71%), 
often in groups of two (43%) or four 
20%). 31% of visitors were 31-45 years 
old; 21% were 15 years old or younger. 
Most (59%) were on their first Glacier 
visit. 

Foreign visitors comprised 15% of the 
total visitation. 80% were from Canada. 
U.S. residents came from Montana (13%), 
Washington (8%), Minnesota (6%), 
California (6%), and 45 other states. 

Forty percent of park visitors stayed 
less than 24 hours, while 60% of 
visitors spent one or more days in the 
park. Of these, 20% spent one or two 
days, 21% spent three or four days, and 
19% spent five days or more. Most 
visitors went sightseeing (97%), took 
photographs (89%), viewed wildlife 
(87%), and visited visitor 
centers/museums (72%). Most visitors 
said the primary reason they visited 
Glacier was to view wildlife/scenery. 

Most visitors went to Logan Pass (80%) 
and St. Mary (68%). West Glacier (60%) 
and St. Mary (34%) were the most common 
first entrance sites. 

The average visitor group spent $253 in 
the Glacier area; the average per capita 
expenditure was $82. Visitors commonly 
spent $1-50 (28%) or $251 or more (28%) . 
Visitors spent the greater amounts for 
lodging (34%) and food (29%). 

According to visitors, the most 
important interpretive services were the 
park brochure and visitor center 

13 
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personnel. Least important was the park 
radio station. However, 44% of visitors 
did identify the park radio information 
station as "somewhat" to "very" 
important. This remains a useful tool, 
especially in situations where it is 
difficult to provide information via 
other media. Of the services they used, 
visitors rated ranger-led walks and 
evening programs, the park brochure, and 
self-guiding trails as the highest 
quality. The park radio station was 
lowest quality. 

The most important commercial visitor 
services were showers, grocery stores, 
and food service. The least important 
were the red bus tours. Food service 
and boat tours were rated highest 
quality: showers were the lowest 
quality. 

Analysis of data from the Visitor Services 
Project Report and the Annual Travel and Use 
Summaries for Glacier National Park leads to 
several conclusions regarding interpretation: 

1. 

2. 

Glacier is a primary destination--

Most visits to Glacier National Park 
extend over multiple days. This factor, 
as well as the high reported use of 
visitor centers, park brochures, guided 
naturalist walks, self-guiding trails, 
and evening programs offered by the 
National Park Service indicate a strong 
demand for these interpretive services. 

Traditional peak summer visitation 
patterns are broadening to include a 
fall season--
September, in particular, hosts as many 
visitors as does June. Interpretive 
services, exhibits, and printed 
information must address this trend. 
While program managers are aware of 
increases in fall visitation, funding 
has not increased to meet this need. 
Funds cannot be substantially 
reallocated from the already over
burdened summer seasonal program. 
Additional staffing and services will be 
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3. 

added as funding becomes available. 
Contract interpretation, volunteers, 
interns, cooperating association 
donations, and cooperative programs with 
concessioners already provide a 
significant number of interpretive 
programs. Even modest increases in 
visitation will erode the capacity of 
Glacier National Park to provide 
adequate interpretation and visitor 
information services. 

Visitor activity patterns within the 
park suggest priorities and locations 
most in need of enhanced interpretive 
and visitor 
services--

* Going-to-the-Sun Road and Logan 
Pass - Most visitors (80%) travel the 
Going-to-the-sun road and visit Logan 
Pass. A major exhibit rehabilitation is 
under way at the Logan Pass Visitor 
Center. However, the content and 
physical appearance of wayside exhibits 
along major park travel routes also need 
to be addressed in this plan. 

* West Glacier - Most visitors (60%) 
first enter the park at the West.Glacier 
entrance, but the western gateway to the 
park does not have a visitor center 
adequate to meet the visitors' needs for 
orientation or media sufficient to 
introduce visitors to the significance 
of park resources. The small contact 
station at Apgar is difficult for 
visitors to find, is inappropriately 
located causing unacceptable resources 
impact, and lacks sufficient parking and 
room for expansion. This Interpretive 
Prospectus addresses this need for a new 
visitor center facility near the west 
gate. 

* Visitor centers - According to the 
Visitor Services Report, visitor centers 
are very important sources of 
information and interpretation for park 
visitors--83% of visitors indicated 
visitor center exhibits were important; 
a comparable 85% indicated visitor 
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center personnel were important to their 
park visit. Only the park map/brochure 
was rated more important. The key role 
of visitor centers is of particular note 
in Glacier National Park. 

* Waterton/Glacier International Peace 
Park - Almost one quarter (24%) of 
Glacier National Park visitors also 
travel to Waterton Lakes National Park. 
This supports the continued need for an 
interpretive program based around the 
International Peace Park and increased 
cooperation between the two parks to 
enhance visitor information and 
exchange . 

* Concentration of visitor resources -
Eighty percent of visitors travel the 
Going-to-the-Sun Road and visit Logan 
Pass. Sixty percent of visitors enter 
the park at West Glacier. Visitation 
levels are also high in the areas around 
Lake McDonald, Many Glacier, and St. 
Mary. Staffing and monetary resources 
should be concentrated around these six 
major nodes of visitation to assure 
adequate interpretive programs and 
facilities into the future. 

Summary--

Because Glacier is a destination park 
where visitors come and stay, often for 
extended visits of five or more days, 
and because over half of summer visitors 
go hiking, the services provided by the 
interpretive staff--trail information, 
backcountry permits, leaflets, self
guiding trails, and ranger-naturalist 
programs--are extremely important to 
visitors and the resource. Interpreters 
and interpretive media have major 
impacts on visitor enjoyment, safety, 
and resource management programs, 
including bear management, backcountry 
camping, cultural resources, vegetation 
management, etc. 

This interpretive prospectus will 
propose facilities, media, and staffing 
levels adequate to meet the information 
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and interpretive needs of Glacier 
National Park's 2,000,000 annual 
visitors, to enable them to enjoy the 
park, and to foster protection through 
education. 
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Interpretive Themes, Goals, and Objectives 

one of the greatest dilemmas facing Glacier 
National Park interpreters is the number and 
complexity of topics to be integrated into 
interpreting the park story. This demands a 
thematic approach for each interpretive 
program, facility, and publication. While 
the following alphabetical list is by no 
means complete, each of the following major 
topics will be addressed thematically by 
personal services and/or interpretive media . 

Air quality (Class I) 
Alpine tundra 
Aquatic communities 

- bogs and wet meadows 
- lakes 
- streams and river systems 

Biological diversity as a concept and a 
resource 

Biosphere Reserve (Glacier National Park): 
- Waterton Lakes and Coram Experimental 

Forest Biosphere Reserves 
- avenue for communication with 

international visitors 
- national parks as evolving scientific/ 

educational resources 
carrying capacities 
Conifer forests: old growth and other 
Crown of the Continent ecosystem 
Ecosystem management 
Establishment of the park 
Exotic (non-native) species 
Geology: 

- deposition, uplift, and degradation 
- integration of geology with the 

landscape and its biota 
Glaciers and glacial landforms 
Great Northern Railroad 
Issues beyond park boundaries which impact 

park and ecosystem resources 
Life zones 
National Engineering Landmark: Going-to-the
Sun Road 
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National Historic Landmark structures: 
- Granite Park Chalet 
- Lake McDonald Lodge 
- Many Glacier Hotel 
- Sperry Chalet 
- Two Medicine Campstore 

Native Americans: 
- cultural values 
- ethnology 
- history 
- Blackfeet 
- Salish and Kootenai 

Natural processes at work: 
- avalanche 
- fire 
- flood 

Natural and cultural resources management 
Park history 
People: 

- part of the Crown of the Continent 
ecosystem 

- human interactions with resource 
Prairie communities 
Science program at Glacier 
Threatened and endangered species: 

- bears 
- nesting Bald Eagles 
- rare flora 
- wolves 

Triple Continental Divide 
Two parks and three nations: 

- Glacier and Waterton Lakes 
- Blackfeet, Canada, and the United 

States 
Visitors' role and responsibility to protect 

the park 
Water quality 
Waterton/Glacier International Peace Park and 

its cultural and natural implications: 
- air 
- bears 
- eagles 
- migratory corridors 
- open borders 
- people 
- water 
- wolves 

Wildlife viewing, feeding, photography 
Winter and seasonal changes 
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Theme 

Glacier National Park (GNP), surrounding 
Federal, State, and private land, and, in 
Canada, Waterton Lakes National Park and 
lands in British Columbia comprise the Crown 
of the Continent Ecosystem (CCE), one of the 
world's most intact natural areas. The 
conservation of these areas is a complex task 
requiring an informed public and 
interagency/private landowner cooperation 
through regional ecosystem management. 

Goals 

To provide the public with a basic 
understanding of the unique nature of 
the "Crown of the Continent" Ecosystem 
and the concept of regional ecosystem 
management. 

To relate the management of Glacier and 
other CCE areas with significant 
programs such as Man and Biosphere, and 
the International Peace Park concept . 

To provide the public with information 
needed to have a safe, enjoyable, and 
informed visit to Glacier and other CCE 
areas. 

To inform visitors about research 
results and resource management 
practices designed to preserve cultural 
and natural resources. 

To enhance the educational role of 
Glacier National Park with the aim of 
increasing public environmental 
awareness, especially in surrounding 
communities and in students and youth. 

To compare and contrast the role of the 
National Park Service (NPS) in managing 
GNP resources with the missions of other 
CCE land managers. 

To introduce the public to the basic 
geological processes as they have 
occurred in Glacier and surrounding 
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areas, including formation of the Belt 
Supergroup, mountain building, and 
glaciation. 

To introduce the public to the rich 
biological diversity of Glacier National 
Park and the CCE by examining ecological 
processes necessary to maintain 
naturally functioning ecosystems . 

Objectives 

The public will be able to explain 
how their activities as park users 
affect the resource. 

The public will be able to identify 
Glacier National Park as part of 
the Northern Continental Divide 
"Crown of the Continent" Ecosystem 
and be able to discuss the NPS role 
in protecting resources through 
regional ecosystem management. 

The public will be able to plan 
safe, enj oy'able, and informed 
visits to Glacier and other CCE 
areas and be able to recognize the 
differences in land management 
agencies' responsibilities. 

The public will understand the role 
the Man and the Biosphere Program 
and the International Peace Park 
designation have in conserving the 
resources of Glacier and other CCE 
areas. 

The public will be able to locate 
and identify glaciers, and be able 
to describe glacial landforms in 
the park. 

The public will be able to identify 
major plant and animal communities 
within the CCE. 
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The public will be able to describe 
the ecological processes necessary 
to maintain naturally functioning 
ecosystems. 

The public will be able to define 
biological diversity and rare, 
threatened, and endangered species, 
using examples from the CCE. 
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Theme 

Past human activities have played a 
significant role in shaping the character of 
Glacier National Park and surrounding areas. 
In Glacier, prehistoric habitation is 
represented by archeological sites dating 
from 5,000 B.c. Cultural resources include 
Native American ethnographic values, historic 
lodges, chalets, mine and oil well sites, NPS 
administrative buildings, the Going-to-the
Sun Road, and an extensive trail system. 

Goals 

To foster an awareness of park cultural 
resources in order to insure their 
protection and preservation. 

To introduce the public to the historic 
evolution of the park and surrounding 
area in order to provide a basis for 
understanding today's park environment. 

To maintain and utilize natural and 
cultural museum objects, archives, and 
historic photographs for information and 
education, and as important resources. 

To provide the visitor with a better 
knowledge of the National Park Service's 
role in park and regional management of 
cultural resources like Going-to-the-Sun 
Road and national historic landmarks. 

To inform the public of the historic 
relationships and contributions made by 
Native Americans to the cultural history 
of Glacier National Park and the nation. 

To recognize the Native Americans' 
continuing unique social, economic, and 
religious character as a park/national 
value (particular emphasis on the 
Blackfeet Tribe) • 
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Objectives 

The public will be able to identify 
park cultural resources and reasons 
for their preservation. 

The public will be able to identify 
important events and trends in the 
historical evolution of Glacier 
National Park and relate them to 
current conditions. 

The public will be able to identify 
the historical, current, and future 
role of the NPS in managing GNP and 
park visitors . 

The public will be able to identify 
the historic relationship of 
various Native American tribes to 
Glacier's cultural history and the 
nation. 

The public will be exposed to the 
present day social, economic, and 
religious values of the Native 
Americans (particularly the 
Blackfeet) and their relationship 
to Glacier National Park. 
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Existing Conditions and 
Proposed Actions 

This Interpretive Prospectus proposes a set 
of personal and non-personal interpretive 
services that will remedy deficiencies in 
visitor contact, interpretation, and 
education. By increasing visitor contacts at 
well located facilities; by educating 
visitors to significant natural and cultural 
resource themes; and by informing visitors of 
resource protection regulations and visitor 
safety measures, both the park and its 
visitors will be better protected through 
enhanced interpretive services. 

Glacier National Park interpreters have done 
an excellent job getting the most out of 
outdated and/or inadequate interpretive 
facilities, but under present conditions they 
must work harder and to less effect than is 
desirable. The lack of a west side visitor 
center and the physical and interpretive 
deficiencies of the st. Mary Visitor center 
impact interpretation throughout the park. 
Interpreters are forever trying to catch up 
with the information/orientation/park theme 
messages that should have been provided for 
most park visitors at the two major park 
entrances. They are astonishingly successful 
in these endeavors, but still fall short of 
the desired standards. The minimum 
interpretive program is not met because of 
staffing shortfalls. If park staffs are 
further reduced by budget impacts, or 
visitation continues to grow, these problems 
can only worsen. 

Adverse impacts on park resources resulting 
from interpretive facility deficiencies are 
unacceptable. Park visitors need to know 
that they, as individuals, are integral parts 
of the Glacier National Park ecosystem. They 
need to know the consequences of individual 
actions. They need to know what is expected 
of them. Park visitors and park staffs need 
to be partners in resource preservation. 
This partnership must begin at the park 
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boundaries, and not at Logan Pass or wherever 
else park visitors might make their first 
meaningful contacts .with park interpretation. 

Parkwide 

Existing conditions and proposed actions for 
interpretive staffing, audiovisual equipment, 
publications, wayside exhibits, and several 
other types of media are reviewed here on a 
parkwide basis. Following the Parkwide 
section, existing conditions and proposed 
actions are organized by geographical area in 
alphabetical order, ~' Apgar/Park 
Headquarters, Avalanche, Backcountry Chalets, 
Goat Haunt/Waterton, etc. 

Audiovisual Equipment 
Audiovisual equipment throughout the park is 
outdated. Speakers, microphones, and 
projection systems malfunction, produce poor 
sound and image quality, and are not 
compatible with current technology including 
cassette tape, VHS video, laser disc, or 
computerized delivery of audio and visual 
imagery. These problems are especially acute 
at the Apgar and Fish Creek amphitheaters and 
the St. Mary Visitor Center, Lake McDonald 
Lodge, and Many Glacier Hotel (Lucerne Room) 
auditoriums. 

The park also requires a better means of 
providing up-to-date information for park 
visitors and of processing backcountry use 
permits. Backcountry permits need 
computerized delivery to enhance personal 
services. Over 78% of permits are issued by 
interpreters at visitor centers. 

PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

1. Harpers Perry Center - All 
audiovisual equipment in the park will 
be evaluated and upgraded by Harpers 
Ferry Center, Branch of Equipment 
Services. 

2. Parkpost - Parkpost will be provided 
at Apgar Visitor Center, St. Mary 
Visitor Center, and Swiftcurrent Ranger 
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Station. Parkpost uses a Harpers Ferry 
Center computer program to provide up
to-date and accurate information and to 
accelerate processing of backcountry use 
permit applications. 

Parkpost is a software program owned 
outright by Harpers Ferry Center--there 
are no licensing fees. It is a 
scrolling and still-frame message bearer 
specifically designed for information 
duty in visitor center lobbies. It runs 
on the oldest (with possible minor 
changes) and newest DOS computers. The 
speed of the scroll can be varied. 
Messages can be inserted in any order . 
Park interpreters can create message 
libraries and create and change text in 
seconds. For still screen messages, the 
time on the screen can be varied. 

The park will provide two computers and 
monitors for each of the three 
locations. One monitor will carry 
standard park information: interpretive 
programs, campground availability, 
weather, etc. The other will display 
backcountry trail information and 
status. 

3. Still-picture video - The Harpers 
Ferry Center will provide two Sony still 
video cameras. These are cameras loaded 
with a two inch video disc with space 
for 50 still picture images. These 
images are instantly ready for display 
on a TV monitor. In addition to park 
management uses, these will provide up
to-date visual backcountry information 
for park visitors at Apgar and St. Mary 
Visitor Centers and Swiftcurrent Ranger 
Station. 

Pul:>lications 
The existing park handbook, published in 
1978, is dated because of the park's 
intensive, ongoing research programs. Some 
facets of natural and cultural history are 
inadequately represented. 
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PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

1. Glacier Natural History Association 
(GNHA) Leaflet series - A systematic 
format for the existing series of 
Glacier Natural 
History leaflets on specific topics will 
be produced. The cooperating 
association (GNHA) will be asked to 
expand this published series. These 
park publications, integrated into the 
publication plan, will complement 
personal and non-personal interpretive 
services. The publication plan will be 
produced by park interpretive staff in 
cooperation with GNHA . 

2. Geology - The self-guiding Geology 
Along the Going-to-the-Sun Road sales 
publication will be revised by GNHA in 
cooperation with the park staff and the 
U.S. Geological Survey. 

3. Lodqe History - A booklet on the 
history of the Waterton/Glacier lodges 
and chalets will be produced by GNHA in 
cooperation with the park concessioner 
and park staff. 

4. North Pork - GNHA will be asked to 
publish a North Fork booklet to 
interpret early settlement of the area: 
homestead sites, self-sufficiency of 
pioneers, and their interactions and 
interdependence with the environment. 

5. Harpers Ferry center Handbook - A 
new National Park Service handbook will 
be produced to integrate the natural and 
cultural history themes of the park • 

Relief Models 
A number of relief models, some of which are 
historic objects, are found in park and 
concessioner facilities. These large, 
plaster, painted relief models provide 
visitors with three-dimensional visual 
representations of park topography and locate 
roads, trails, and facilities. At National 
Park Service facilities they are used 
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extensively for backcountry trip planning and 
for interpretive talks about park geology. 
All are in need of refurbishing. 

PROPOSED ACTION: 

Refurbish Relief Models - All 
topographic relief models will be 
refurbished. Highest priority will go 
to those located in National Park 
Service facilities: Apgar and st. Mary 
Visitor Centers and Swiftcurrent Ranger 
Station. considerable care will be 
exercised at Swiftcurrent Ranger Station 
because the model is a historic object . 
A label will note the construction of 
the swiftcurrent relief model by George 
Ruhle, Glacier's first chief park 
naturalist. 

Staffing 
The Division of Interpretation is critically 
understaffed. The minimum interpretive 
program of personal services, described in 
the Annual Statement for Interpretation, is 
not met (see Appendix D). For the past five 
years (1987 through 1991), total staff in 
interpretation has averaged less than 16 
FTE/year, including secretarial support, the 
park librarian, the division chief, and four 
supervisory naturalists, as well as all 
seasonal interpreters. This is not adequate 
to provide visitor services and information 
at six locations, deliver interpretive 
programs, and assure acceptable levels of 
quality. 

There is need for an interpretive specialist 
to serve as liaison between resource 
management/ research and interpreters and to 
serve as liaison between park and Harpers 
Ferry Center during interpretive 
planning/production. 

A year-round program of environmental and 
outreach education programs is needed to 
foster long term understanding of park 
resources and ecosystem processes within 
regional communities. 
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An audiovisual technician is needed to 
maintain equipment throughout the park and 
provide services to park staff. This is 
especially important at Glacier National Park 
because of its isolation. 

PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

Three new permanent interpretive 
positions and 7.5 FTE (full time 
equivalent) of temporary staff are 
proposed. 

1. Interpretive Specialist - An 
interpretive specialist will serve as 
liaison between resource management/park 
science and interpretation and will work 
with Harpers Ferry Center during 
planning and production of interpretive 
media. 

2. Audiovisual Technician - An 
audiovisual technician will maintain 
equipment and computerized displays 
throughout the park. 

3. Environmental Education/Outreach 
Specialist - An environmental 
education/outreach specialist will 
produce and deliver a systematic program 
of education in coordination with area 
schools, Indian tribes, and community 
groups. 

4. Seasonal and Subject-to-furlough 
Positions - To meet the minimum 
interpretive program levels described in 
the Annual Statement for Interpretation, 
and to staff the proposed new west side 
visitor center, an additional 7.5 FTE of 
seasonal and subject-to-furlough 
positions are needed. Nine additional 
seasonal positions (4.0 FTE) would meet 
minimum interpretive program levels at 
existing facilities and locations, and 
an additional 3.5 FTE will fully staff 
the new west side visitor center on a 
year-round basis when that portion of 
this plan is implemented. 
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5. student Conservation Association 
(SCA) -up to six SCA interns will 
continue to be needed. These are 
currently funded by private sector 
donations. 

6. Harpers Perry center - During active 
planning for audiovisual programs, 
museum exhibits, and wayside exhibits, 
Harpers Ferry Center will fund one 
temporary position to accomplish 
necessary research in the park. 

Traveler Information stations (TIS) 
TIS radio message repeaters are in place at 
st. Mary and West Glacier. They provide 
visitors with 24-hour, up-to-date park 
information, hazards, road conditions, and 
weather. 

PROPOSED ACTION: 

North Pork TIS - One additional TIS 
radio message repeater will be provided 
at Polebridge in the North Fork. 
Telephone access to update messages will 
be provided for these three TIS's. 

wayside Exhibits 
Wayside exhibits interpreting natural and 
cultural features are located at roadside 
pullouts or parking areas throughout the 
park. Quality varies from very good to very 
poor. There are several generations of 
exhibits, so there is no continuity of style 
or design. Some exhibits are deteriorating 
and should be replaced or removed. 

Wayside exhibit needs include day hike 
trailhead information, resource 
management/protection interpretation, and 
integrated natural/human history 
interpretation. 

The park has designed and constructed unique 
and very attractive wooden bases on which 
wayside exhibits are mounted. 
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PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

1. Wayside Exhibit Plan - A parkwide 
Wayside Exhibit Plan will be prepared by 
Harpers Ferry Center and the park staff. 
In addition to interpretive panels, it 
will recommend exhibits for trailheads 
and specific resource management issues. 
It will determine which, if any, 
existing wayside exhibits will be 
retained as part of the total park 
program. 

Future wayside exhibit interpretation 
will attempt to avoid the existing 
fragmentation resulting from many 
different generations of exhibits with 
different technology, approaches, and 
philosophies. The best wayside exhibits 
are simple, are site specific, and 
involve people with the resource. They 
provide scenic interpretation, resource 
management interpretation, and visitor 
education. 

To the extent possible, wayside exhibits 
will combine natural and cultural 
history. The wayside exhibit plan will 
address Glacier National Park as a year
round resource. 

The park-designed wooden mounts for 
wayside exhibits are very attractive, 
but they must be better maintained. 

The Transportation Plan calls for 
augmenting the "Red Bus" fleet and the 
development of safe, well-spaced 
turnouts. New wayside exhibits will 
provide appropriate site interpretation 
at many of these turnouts. 

2. Proposed Exhibits - Specific 
exhibits that will be included in the 
parkwide plan are: 

Apgar - One or more wayside exhibits 
will be provided to interpret the 
visible scene down the length of Lake 
McDonald to the Rocky Mountains and the 
Continental Divide. 
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Avalanche Lake Trail - A resource 
protection exhibit will be provided at 
the junction with the Trail of the 
Cedars. 

Chief Mountain International Biqhway -
Wayside exhibits will be provided where 
appropriate. Chief Mountain (the 
geological story and the mountain's 
involvement in Blackfeet ritual) will be 
interpreted from the road. 

Goat Haunt - Although most Goat Haunt 
exhibits will be inside the Boat Dock 
and Snowflake shelters, wayside exhibit 
technology will be used. The shelters 
are open pavilions. 

There will be two wayside exhibit 
functions at Goat Haunt: 

1. Accurate trailhead and bear safety 
information will be provided in the Boat 
Dock shelter and near the ranger 
station. 

2. Wayside exhibits will interpret two 
concepts: Waterton/Glacier International 
Peace Park and Glacier National Park as 
a biosphere reserve. 

Goinq-to-the-sun Road - New wayside 
exhibits will be provided. Cultural and 
natural history will be interpreted at 
various locations, for example: 

The Bird Woman Falls overlook is a good 
place to interpret natural history (the 
falls) and cultural history (the 
historic quarry used during road 
construction). 

At Oberlin Bend, a wayside exhibit will 
interpret resource management concerns, 
the subalpine environment, and visitor 
role and responsibility • 

Lodqes (Glacier Park, Inc.) - Wayside 
exhibits using available historic 
photographs will interpret lodge history 
and natural history topics (~, Lake 
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McDonald and Swiftcurrent Lake) • These 
will be carefully sited for minimum 
intrusion on the historic scene. 

Even though Glacier Park Lodge is 
located outside the park, wayside 
exhibit interpretation will be provided 
as appropriate, with the cooperation of 
Glacier Park, Inc. 

Logan Pass - Wayside exhibits will be 
planned as part of the parkwide Wayside 
Exhibit Plan. They will conform to a 
parkwide design to be developed. 

At Logan Pass, a classic glacially 
sculpted landscape is displayed. The 
depression at the pass was formed by the 
Ice Age glaciers that carved Lake 
McDonald Valley to the west and St. Mary 
Valley to the east. St. Mary Valley is 
a classic, U-shaped, glacially sculpted 
valley. This scene will be interpreted 
by wayside exhibits. 

The Continental Divide will be the 
subject of one wayside exhibit . 
Interpretation might include weather-
warm, damp, Pacific maritime air masses 
from the west vs. cold, dry, Arctic 
continental air masses from the north 
and east. 

Wayside exhibits adjacent to the north 
and south exterior walls of the visitor 
center will interpret geologic landforms 
and revegetation of the alpine turf--two 
topics which will support indoor exhibit 
themes. 

Wayside exhibits will include before
and-after pictures, graphics, and text 
to effectively communicate the 
importance of park management projects 
such as revegetation and installation of 
the boardwalk. Prohibition against 
feeding animals is another important 
subject. 

A trailhead orientation exhibit will be 
provided for the boardwalk trail to 
Hidden Lake. 
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Sighting tubes outside the visitor 
center will identify glacial features 
such as U-shaped valleys, aretes, and 
horns. Tubes will be planned as part of 
the Wayside Exhibit Plan and produced 
and installed by the park in 
consultation with Harpers Ferry Center. 

Lower McDonald creek - Wayside exhibit 
interpretation will address beaver and 
the beaver lodge, black bear, the ccc 
camp, deer and elk, the eagle-salmon 
story, fires and the fire lookout, 
osprey, the oxbow, and spring and fall 
waterfowl. The interpretive theme at 
Lower McDonald Creek is natural and 
human caused change. 

North Fork - New wayside exhibits have 
been provided. When the parkwide 
Wayside Exhibit Plan is produced, North 
Fork and Camas Roads will be studied for 
possible additional wayside exhibits. 

Identical wayside exhibit kiosks at the 
Camas Creek Entrance road junction and 
the Camas Creek-North Fork road junction 
will provide North Fork information/ 
interpretation and minimum impact, 
resource management, and safety 
messages. 

Some exhibits, such as the existing fire 
exhibit at Polebridge, will be located 
outside the park with the cooperation of 
the U.S. Forest Service. 

sun Point - A wayside exhibit kiosk will 
provide Sun Point and park information/ 
orientation/interpretation. 

swiftcurrent Ranqer Station - The ranger 
station is a historic building. Its 
history will be interpreted by a small 
museum exhibit or by a wayside exhibit . 

Trailheads - At the Avalanche Lake, 
Highline, and Swiftcurrent trailheads, 
and at other trailheads to be identified 
by interpretive and backcountry 
management staff, wayside exhibits 
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incorporating information about bear 
safety, minimum impact, and resource 
management will be provided. These will 
help visitors to understand and reduce 
adverse impacts to the backcountry and 
increase knowledge about bear safety. 
Content will be standardized in 
consultation with the Glacier National 
Park Resource Management and Visitor 
Protection staff and in accordance with 
the Bear Management Plan. 

Two trailhead exhibits will be provided 
at Rising Sun, one for hikers and the 
other for boaters on St. Mary Lake . 

At Swiftcurrent there is confusion at 
trailheads because of multiple trails. 
Trailhead exhibits will mitigate this 
problem. 

Two Medicine - At an appropriate 
overlook on the Looking Glass Road, a 
wayside exhibit will interpret the 
religious significance of Two Medicine 
in the Blackfeet culture. 

New wayside exhibits will be provided 
for the porch outside the rest rooms. 
One possible exhibit subject is . 
President Franklin o. Roosevelt's 1933 
visit to Two Medicine. 

Walton and Goat Lick - Trailhead 
parking, an informational bulletin 
board, and occasional visitor contact 
are provided at the Walton Ranger 
Station. The nearby Goat Lick overlook 
has a wayside exhibit interpreting 
mountain goats and the natural goat 
lick. A short boardwalk makes the 
exhibit fully accessible in summer and 
fall. It is not plowed in winter. No 
changes are proposed. 
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Apgar/Park Headquarters 

West side Visitor center 
The lack of a west side visitor center 
impacts every interpretive facility in the 
park. From the 1982 Development concept 
Plan: Apgar/Headquarters Area: 

"The Apgar/Park Headquarters area at the west 
entrance to Glacier National Park has 
historically been a major focus of visitor 
activity. Over 40 percent of park visitors 
enter the park here." [A recent study, 
Visitor Services Project, 1990, indicates 
that 60% of summer visitors enter here.] 

"Two major problems are the inappropriate 
location and small size of the present 
information facility in Apgar Village and the 
confusion and congestion at the T
intersection of Going-to-the-Sun Road and 
Camas Creek Road. 

"As one of the two major entrances to the 
park, the west entrance is an important 
location where information about park 
attractions, facilities, regulations, and the 
like should be available to visitors coming 
into the park. This information is now 
provided in a remodeled building in Apgar 
Village, but because this building is well 
away from the primary travel route, most 
visitors fail to receive the necessary 
information. Visitor use of this facility is 
further discouraged by a lack of parking 
space in Apgar Village and inadequate space 
within the building. 

"The T-intersection interrupts traffic flow 
into the park and confuses visitors 
unfamiliar with the area. Many visitors do 
not know place names and roads in the park 
and make a wrong turn." 

As park visitation increased from 1.48 
million (1980) to 2.1 million (1991), 
problems and deficiencies noted in the 1982 
Development Concept Plan worsened. There is 
need for interpretation of the significant 
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cultural and natural resources and their 
management, and for information/ orientation 
at the western gateway to the park. 

PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

West Side Visitor Center - A new west 
side visitor center is needed. 

Finding a suitable location for a new 
visitor center has been a major 
stumbling block for some years. It 
should be located on the park entrance 
road between U.S. Highway 2 and the T
intersection . 

If it were located on U.S. 2 outside the 
park, it would have to be east or west 
of the park entrance road. Visitors 
coming from the opposite direction would 
never come to it. This would 
unacceptably reduce its effectiveness as 
a provider of park information, 
orientation, and interpretation. 

Neither should it be located beyond the 
T-intersection on Going-to-the-Sun Road. 
If it were west of the intersection, it 
would be as difficult for visitors to 
locate as is the present Apgar Visitor 
Center and therefore ineffective. To 
the east of the intersection it would be 
an unacceptable environmental intrusion 
in the Going-to-the-sun Road corridor. 
This is especially true because of the 
additional parking that will be needed 
with implementation of the 
Transportation Plan. 

With a new west side visitor center 
located between U.S. 2 and the T
intersection, visitors can make choices 
between Apgar, Going-to-the-sun Road, 
North Fork, and West Glacier as travel 
destinations. They would be provided 
with necessary information, orientation, 
and safety messages at the beginning of 
their park experience. The existing 
area surrounding the developed 
headquarters building should be 
carefully evaluated along with other 
previously proposed sites • 
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A new west side visitor center will 
interpret ecosystems, resources 
management, and human interactions with 
the park environment. The visitor 
center will introduce visitors to the 
park story of a scenic landscape shaped 
by natural forces like glaciers, 
climate, fire, and avalanche, and 
providing habitat for a diversity of 
plants and animals. The new visitor 
center will provide initial orientation 
to the park for the 60% of visitors who 
enter at the west gate. 

Exhibits and a new audiovisual program 
will integrate natural history, human 
history, and resources management. 
Geology would be handled in the same 
manner as proposed for the st. Mary 
Visitor Center: short, stand-up video 
programs interpreting historical geology 
and glaciation. 

There is a wealth of materials available 
for developing thematic exhibits 
interpreting natural and cultural 
resources management. some exciting and 
innovative examples are: 

1. Conservation/preservation and 
significance of Glacier's original 
tallyho wagon that, early in park 
history, carried train passengers to 
Apgar, where they boarded a boat to Lake 
McDonald Lodge. 

2. Equipment used by park scientists to 
monitor wildlife populations, ~, 
satellite telemetry and radio collars 
displayed in combination with real-time 
information on interactive computer 
models. 

3. Modern fire management and 
vegetation inventory equipment exhibited 
with Geographical Information System 
{GIS) map overlays. 
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4. Conservation of historic photographs 
and the invaluable cultural and natural 
history information they contain--made 
available on random access laser disc. 

Final selection of media, artifacts, 
objects, and specific content will be 
accomplished during the exhibit design 
concept phase of planning. 

A 250-seat auditorium and a large 
meeting room with moveable seating at 
work tables for up to 50 will be 
provided so that the park staff can meet 
with large groups and conduct in-park 
training without interfering with 
regularly scheduled programs. Both will 
have extensive audiovisual capabilities, 
including public address, video tape 
(VHS) projection, 16 mm motion pictures, 
35 mm slide projection, and space and 
electrical wiring to support future 
technological advances. 

Apgar Visitor center 
The existing facility is a converted two
bedroom house containing information desk, 
backcountry desk, cooperating association 
(GNHA) sales area, exhibits, and office 
space. 

Forty percent of backcountry use permits are 
issued at this facility. Issuing a single 
permit takes 15-20 minutes. 

This is the only interpretive facility in 
full operation from May through October, with 
weekend operation from November through 
April. 

The visitor center was completely 
rehabilitated in 1985 and now contains 
locally produced interpretive exhibits and 
rest rooms accessible to people with 
disabilities. Now, inside and out, the 
facility is superbly provided with functional 
information and sales areas and exhibits. 
The exterior modification to provide a 
wheelchair accessible ramp is very well 
designed and provides a strong invitation for 
passers-by to enter • 
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~xisting interpretive panels were planned and 
produced by the staff. They are changed with 
the seasons and address cultural and natural 
resources and visitor safety issues through 
graphics and text. Exhibit labels are not up 
to the standard set by the exhibit design and 
the rest of the facility. The present method 
of taping computer generated text onto 
photographs is unattractive. 

An outdoor shelter for Junior Ranger and 
school programs is needed. 

There is insufficient work space for the 
interpretive staff, district interpreters, 
eleven seasonal rangers, and three Student 
Conservation Association aids. 

In spite of its many pluses, this facility is 
still in the wrong place and too small. 

The western gateway to Glacier National Park, 
Apgar-West Glacier, is in desperate need of 
better facilities to provide information to 
the incoming visitor. The small information 
station located in the Apgar visitor services 
area is off the main entrance road and is 
difficult to find. 

PROPOSED ACTIONS (short term): 

1. Audiovisual Equipment - All 
audiovisual equipment will be evaluated 
and upgraded by Harpers Ferry Center, 
Branch of Equipment Services. 

2. Parkpost - Parkpost will be 
provided to provide up-to-date park 
information and backcountry permits more 
efficiently. 

3. Group Meeting Area - Behind the 
visitor center, an outside covered 
meeting place for Junior Rangers, school 
groups, and other groups will be 
provided. Planning and design will be 
accomplished by the park and reviewed by 
the Rocky Mountain Regional Office. 
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4. MuseWll Exhibits - Captioning of 
individual photographs will be improved. 
Harpers Ferry Center has provided 
editing services and will produce 
captions on the Merlin machine. 

PROPOSED ACTION (long term): 

Alternative Uses - When the new west 
side visitor center has been completed, 
the function of the Apgar Visitor Center 
will change. Apgar Village is highly 
congested and lacks adequate parking. 
Planning for alternate uses of the Apgar 
Visitor Center and the land where it is 
situated will occur in concert with the 
General Management Plan, scheduled to 
begin in fiscal year 1993. 

Apgar campground 
Existing facilities include an outdoor 
amphitheater with power for slide and motion 
picture projectors, backlit projection 
system, and bench seating for approximately 
500 people. 

PROPOSED ACTION: 

Audiovisual Equipment - Audiovisual 
equipment will be evaluated and upgraded 
by Harpers Ferry Center, Branch of 
Equipment Services. 

Apgar Village 
A grassy area at the foot of Lake McDonald 
draws large numbers of visitors. Redesigned 
landscaping and parking are needed. 

PROPOSED ACTION: 

Landscaping - The area along the edge of 
Lake McDonald will be redesigned to 
provide recreation and view space, 
coherent parking, and suitable 
location(s) for existing wayside 
exhibits on air quality and mountain 
views across the lake. 
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Fish creek Campqround 
Existing interpretive facilities include an 
outdoor amphitheater with power for slide and 
motion picture projectors, backlit projection 
screen, fire ring, public address system, and 
bench seating for approximately 350 people. 

PROPOSED ACTION: 

Audiovisual Equipment - All audiovisual 
equipment will be evaluated and upgraded 
by Harpers Ferry Center, Branch of 
Equipment services. 

Huckleberry Mountain Self-quidinq Trail 
The self-guiding trail pamphlet has been 
recently revised taking into account 
environmental changes that have occurred 
since the original 1967 publication date. 

Lower McDonald creek 
In past years migrating bald eagles have 
arrived alonq lower McDonald Creek in the 
fall to feed-on spawning salmon. 
Interpreters have been stationed on McDonald 
Creek Bridge to perform public contact and to 
control possible disturbances to the eagles. 
Guided walks to an observation blind have 
been conducted as staffing permits. Due to 
dwindling salmon numbers since 1986, fewer 
eagles come to lower McDonald Creek. Visitor 
use patterns have changed. Staffing needs 
and activities were adjusted accordingly. 

Better trail orientation is needed. The 
bicycle path to the river needs better 
signing. The wildlife viewing structure is 
intrusive. There is no wayside or leaflet 
interpretation. 

PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

1. Informal Seatinq - The existing 
viewing shelter overlooking lower 
McDonald Creek will be removed and 
replaced by informal 
seating--logs, rails, or rocks. 
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2. Wayside Exhibits - New wayside 
exhibits will be provided as part of the 
park wayside exhibit plan. Wayside 
exhibits and new signage will provide 
needed interpretation and orientation. 

Park Headquarters 
An information desk is staffed daily in 
summer by interpreters and volunteers. There 
is a small GNHA sales area. Given the 
inadequate size, seasonal operation, and poor 
location of the Apgar Visitor Center, staff 
at this information desk provide an 
invaluable year-round service for park 
visitors . 

Interpretive facilities include research 
library, master slide file, and film library 
with park related films available for loan. 
The nearby park museum collections and 
archives system are constantly being expanded 
and add valuable information which is 
available to researchers and the general 
public under the guidance of a qualified 
employee. 

PROPOSED ACTION: 

Information/Sales - In the absence of a 
correctly located west side visitor 
center open year-round, this small 
information/sales facility will be 
staffed on a continuing basis. 

Science center 
Museum and reference collections are located 
in the basement. There are large natural and 
cultural resource collections and the 
historical photograph file preserves over 
15,000 images. 

Glacier Natural History Association (GNBA) 
The cooperating association provides mail 
order and direct sales of interpretive 
publications about the park. Gross sales 
exceeded $760,000 in FY 91. 

With this sales volume, the cooperating 
association requires double its existing 
space for off ices and a secure warehouse for 
storage of sales stock. 
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l'~OPOSEO ACTION: 

Off-site Storaqe - GNHA will actively 
seek a site adjacent to the park where 
they can develop a facility to 
accommodate their needs for an estimated 
3,500 square foot of office and 
warehouse space . 

Avalanche 

Avalanche Campqround 
Existing interpretive facilities include a 
campfire circle consisting of a fire ring 
with stationary wooden benches. 

Trail of the Cedars 
This self-guiding trail on an elevated 
boardwalk is interpreted by trailside 
exhibits of uniformly high quality. The 
trail is attractive and wheelchair 
accessible. 

Parking at the trailhead is inadequate. 
Pedestrian access is mixed up with the 
adjacent campground and is extremely 
confusing. Bear safety information and 
trailhead orientation need improvement. 

The park has plans to correct the situation. 
Campground and day use will be separated. 

PROPOSED ACTION: 

Implement Plan - Implement the existing 
park plan to alleviate parking and 
access problems and separate campground 
and day use. 

Chalets 

Two backcountry chalets remain from the 
original system of high country camps and 
accommodations installed prior to 1920 as 
part of the Great Northern Railway's efforts 
to develop and publicize the park. Granite 
Park and Sperry Chalets are National Historic 
Landmarks. Until the early 1980-s park 
interpreters offered nightly programs at the 
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chalets and guided walks to Sperry Glacier. 
When declines in funding forced the National 
Park Service to discontinue these services, 
chalet employees attempted to fill the 
resulting void. This attempt lasted only one 
season. Conflicting time demands on the 
small chalet staffs limited their ability to 
offer alternate programs. 

PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

1. Personal services - Reinstate the 
National Park Service personal services 
interpretation programs at Sperry 
Chalet . 

2. Historic Photographs - The role of 
the chalets in early park establishment 
history will be interpreted through 
historic photographs within the dining 
halls and bedrooms of both chalets. 

Both recommendations will proceed only 
in consultation with the authorized 
concessioner, Belton Chalets, Inc. 

Goat Haunt/Waterton 

Goat Haunt 
The majority of visitors access this area by 
boat from Waterton, Waterton Lakes National 
Park, Alberta, Canada. Visitors are at Goat 
Haunt for a 20 minute stop before the boat 
returns to Waterton or are hikers. The 
excessive exhibitry in the two open air 
shelters in not appropriate for either group. 

Personal services interpretation is most 
effective here. Unfortunately, Goat Haunt is 
the first area to suffer from staffing cuts. 
There are times when interpreters are not 
available. 

Boat Dock Shelter - This shelter is a large, 
barnlike, open structure containing a 
fireplace area with seating for about 20 
people, park map, and the only permanent 
exhibits in the park dealing with 
Waterton/Glacier International Peace Park and 
Rotary International's contribution to its 
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establishment. Other exhibits provide 
information about day hikes, animal tracks, 
and wildflowers. Exhibits are attractive and 
provide good interpretation. 

It is unstaffed except at some boat arrival 
times. When staffing levels permit, park 
interpreters provide interpretive talks at 
the fireplace. 

The shelter was designed to be a gathering 
point for concession boat visitors embarking 
and debarking, and as a starting point for 
guided walks. Unfortunately, most visitors 
have only the 20 minutes between boats. For 
them there are too many exhibits with too 
many labels that are too long. Extensive 
exhibitry is not appropriate at this 
location. 

snowflake Exhibit Shelter - The name is 
derived from the hexagonal shape of this open 
air structure. Exhibits display color 
photographs and interpret park and area 
history. The snowflake Shelter is about 1/4 
mile from the boat dock and is next door to 
the Goat Haunt Ranger Station. The exhibit 
shelter is unstaffed, although there is 
usually someone in the ranger station to 
assist visitors. 

Interpretive purpose, themes, audience, and 
exhibit content for both shelters need 
reorganization, better definition, and paring 
to better fit visitor needs at this location. 

waterton 
Visitors need information about Goat Haunt 
before they board the boat in Waterton. It 
is impossible to stay at Goat Haunt for day 
hiking without advance planning. Cooperation 
from Waterton Lakes National Park and the 
boat concessioner are necessary to provide 
this information. 

PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

1. Goat Haunt wayside Exhibits - The 
parkwide wayside Exhibit Plan will 
identify and differentiate appropriate 
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themes at the Boat Dock and Snowflake 
Shelters. New wayside exhibits will be 
provided. 

2. Waterton - In cooperation with 
Waterton Lakes National Park and the 
boat concessioner, visitors will be 
provided with Goat Haunt information by 
means of personal services, site 
bulletin, and/or wayside exhibit. 

Lodges 

Interpretive services and some interpretive 
media are available to visitors at Lake 
McDonald Lodge, Many Glacier Hotel, and 
Rising Sun. In cooperation with park 
concessioners, ranger-guided boat cruises and 
optional guided hikes are offered to visitors 
at these three locations and at Two Medicine. 
Narrated bus tours, guided horseback rides, 
and overnight backpacking trips are offered 
by concession employees. Large relief models 
are visitor attractions at Lake McDonald 
Lodge, Glacier Park Lodge, and Rising Sun. 
Several excellent interpretive publications 
are for sale in all concession gift shops. 
Park interpretive staff prepare training 
materials and training sessions for 
concession guides. 

In general, personal services interpretation 
and the publications offered at park lodges 
are at an appropriate level and of good 
quality, but exhibits and media are poor-
either absent, in disrepair, or "homemade." 

PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

l. Audiovisual Equipment - All 
audiovisual equipment will be evaluated 
and upgraded by Harpers Ferry Center, 
Branch of Equipment Services. 

2. Museum Exhibits - With the 
cooperation of Glacier Park, Inc., 
exhibits in the lobbies of the lodges 
(Glacier Park, Lake McDonald, and Many 
Glacier) will be provided to interpret 
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early park history, transportation, 
tourism, and their influence on the 
creation of the park. 

Also, National Park Service bulletin 
boards will be placed in the lobbies to 
provide park information and advertise 
interpretive programs . 

3. Wayside Exhibits - Wayside exhibits 
using available historic photographs 
will interpret the history of the lodges 
and natural history topics such as Lake 
McDonald and Swiftcurrent Lake. These 
will be carefully sited for minimum 
intrusion on the historic scene. 

Glacier Park Lodqe - This is the first hotel 
constructed by the Great Northern Railroad in 
the Glacier National Park area. It is summer 
corporate headquarters for Glacier Park, 
Inc., the- park concessioner. Glacier Park, 
Inc., is interested in working with the 
National Park Service to provide some 
interpretation. The hotel is located jus~ 
outside the park boundary and there is no 
National Park Service interpretation. 

PROPOSED ACTION: 

Initiate Interpretation - Even though 
this lodge is located outside the park, 
the National Park Service will seek to 
provide personal services, museum 
exhibits, and wayside exhibit 
interpretation as appropriate, with the 
cooperation of Glacier Park, Inc. 

Lake McDonald Lodqe - The original lodge 
predates the park. It was a destination for 
visitors who arrived by rail and boat and 
then crossed to the east side by horseback. 
In 1895 Snyder Hotel was constructed on this 
site. In 1913 the foundation was laid for 
Lewis Hotel, now called Lake McDonald Lodge. 
Visitors arrived via tallyho wagon and boat 
from Apgar. The "front" of the lodge faces 
Lake McDonald. 

In cooperation with Glacier Park, Inc., 
National Park Service interpretive rangers 
deliver a slide-illustrated evening program 
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and two narrated boat cruises each day. Park 
produced brochures and activity schedules are 
provided to all guests. 

The lodge auditorium is the only indoor 
interpretive program facility on the west 
side of the park. It seats 180. Motion 
pictures and slide programs can be shown. 
The National Park Service provides screen, 
projectors, and lapse dissolve units as 
needed. Program effectiveness is diminished 
by noise from the adjacent lodge employee's 
recreation hall. There is no heat and the 
roof leaks. Access for people with physical 
disabilities is lacking . 

PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

1. Accessibility - The design for 
wheelchair access to the auditorium 
needs to be fully implemented. 
Construction drawings are completed. 

2. Auditorium Upgrade - In cooperation 
with Glacier Park, Inc., and in 
compliance with the Lake McDonald 
Development Concept Plan, upgrade the 
auditorium to control extraneous noise 
problems and provide for wheelchair 
access and visitor comfort. Notably, 
the leaking roof and inadequate heating 
need attention. 

3. Garden court Visitor contact Station 
- The Lake McDonald Development Concept 
Plan specifies conversion of the ground 
floor of the Garden Court building into 
a visitor contact station. When 
existing use as an employee dormitory is 
phased out, the contact facility at the 
Garden Court will provide public rest 
rooms and interpretive exhibits 
developing the themes of the Great 
Northern Railway and early park 
advocates in the establishment of 
Glacier National Park, and incorporate 
historic photos and other related 
artifacts. The Garden Court contact 
station will be designed so that it can 
operate as either a staffed or an 
unstaffed station. 
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Many Glacier Hotel - National Park Service 
interpreters present evening slide talks in 
the Lucerne Room in cooperation with Glacier 
Park, Inc. Auditorium seating capacity is 
195 and is filled for every evening program. 
The National Park Service provides screen, 
projectors, public address, and lapse 
dissolve units for park interpreters. 
Rangers also provide two narrated boat 
cruises every day. These services are 
augmented with park produced displays in the 
Lucerne Room and an evening "wildlife watch" 
on the balcony of the hotel. Park produced 
brochures and activity schedules are provided 
to all guests . 

PROPOSED ACTION: 

Upgrade Auditorium - With the 
cooperation of Glacier Park, Inc., the 
Lucerne Room will receive minor 
improvements. The screen will be raised 
and positioned for better viewing. The 
concessioner will improve ventilation 
and reduce intrusive daylight. Some 
light fixtures will be changed so that 
they do not block part of the screen . 
Existing fixed panel exhibits in the 
Lucerne Room will be rehabilitated by 
the park. 

Harpers Ferry Center will provide a 
longer lens, more powerful projection 
lamp, flat walkover electrical cords, 
and a cordless remote microphone. 

Logan Pass 

Although it is located over an hour's drive 
from either park entrance, the Logan Pass 
Visitor Center is the first information 
facility encountered by many park visitors. 
These visitors have received no explanation 
of their role and responsibility in the park. 
They have received no orientation, safety 
information, or interpretation other than 
that provided in the park brochure and bear 
warning literature handed out at the entrance 
station. 
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This is the most heavily used visitor 
facility in the park (over 800,000 visitors 
annually). In July and August the visitor 
center and parking area are often full to 
capacity. Visitors descend on the fragile 
subalpine plants at the time of year when 
they are most vulnerable. 

In the absence of a west side visitor center, 
the Logan Pass facility serves as a staffed 
visitor center for the entire park, with 
information desk, exhibits, and sales area. 
The parking area is at overflow capacity in 
July and August. These problems, and the 
difficulties visitors experience trying to 
access information in this heavily used area 
would be mitigated by the construction of a 
new west side visitor center. 

Wheelchair access is in place from the 
parking area to the rest rooms, within rest 
rooms, and to the patio area at the front of 
the visitor center. Ramps constructed to 
access the upper levels of the visitor center 
are not within prescribed grade for 
wheelchairs. 

Hidden Lake Selt-quidinq Trail 
The trail is indexed to a pamphlet published 
and sold by GNHA. Trail guide brochu~es are 
provided at the trailhead in an honor system 
donation box. 

PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

1. Museum Exhibits - New museum 
exhibits are under construction. The 
theme of the exhibits is: "The alpine 
environment at Logan Pass illustrates a 
delicate balance of past geological 
processes, biological factors, climate, 
and man." 

The interpretive emphasis will be on the 
interrelationships that exist among 
plants, animals, climate, and weather . 

A second emphasis will be fragility. 
Plant and animal communities are hardy, 
yet vulnerable to human impact. There 
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must be a clear message on how we can 
appreciate this wonder without 
destroying it. 

Geology, especially glacial history and 
landforms, will be interpreted using 
wayside exhibit technology, an area 
relief map, and sighting tubes--all 
outside the visitor center. 

Design objectives are: 

* Innovative use of window space.and 
vertical space inside the visitor 
center; 

* Adequate cooperating association 
sales space and optimum location for the 
visitor contact desk; 

* Natural history specimens (freeze
dried birds and mammals) and plant 
models aesthetically mixed with 
graphics; 

* Messages inside the visitor center to 
address what the visitor is viewing or 
will be viewing outside the visitor 
center; 

* Access to exhibits and the 
information desk for people with 
disabilities; and 

* Exhibit design aesthetically 
incorporating objects (natural history 
specimens, three-dimension plant 
models), interactive components, 
graphics, and text. 

2. Wayside Exhibits - Wayside exhibits 
providing interpretation and 
information/ orientation will be 
provided outside the visitor center as 
part of the parkwide wayside exhibit 
plan. 

Exterior exhibits are not part of the 
present exhibit rehabilitation contract. 
Because of space limitations inside the 
visitor center, as much unstaffed 
interpretation/orientation as possible 
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will be provided outside. This will 
also assist after-hours visitors. one 
area which will be used to accomplish 
this is on the lower terrace level, 
north side. 

3. Accessibility - Access to 
interpretive displays for people with 
disabilities will be enhanced. Wayside 
exhibits will be installed on the 
accessible terrace level. 

A weatherproof relief model of the Logan 
Pass area will assist all visitors 
visualize the glacially sculpted 
landscape. It would be helpful to 
visually impaired visitors. 

Many Glacier 

There are many bear/human encounters here. 
The two trailheads at Swiftcurrent are 
confusing because of multiple trails and 
inadequate signage. Trailhead orientation 
and bear safety information are needed. 

Many Glacier Campground 
The campfire circle consists of a fire ring 
with stationary wooden benches. It has 
inadequate capacity and needs redesign. 

PROPOSED ACTION: 

campfire Circle - The campfire circle 
will be redesigned to provide more 
seating, to address flooding, and to 
consider the addition of audiovisual 
equipment. Audiovisual equipment needs 
will be evaluated by Harpers Ferry 
Center, Branch of Equipment Services. 
Needed equipment will be provided. 

swiftcurrent self-quidinq Trail 
The trail is indexed to a pamphlet published 
and sold by GNHA. Trail guide brochures are 
provided at the trailhead by an honor system 
donation box. 
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swiftcurrent Ranqer station 
This structure is on the National Register of 
Historic Places. An information desk and 
small sales counter are staffed daily in 
summer by park interpreters. 

Many Glacier is an extremely popular hiking 
and climbing area. Available space in the 
ranger station is inadequate to handle 
information/ orientation needs and issue 
backcountry permits. 

PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

1. Exhibit - The ranger station is a 
historic building. Its history will be 
interpreted by a small museum exhibit or 
by a wayside exhibit. 

2. PUblic Contact Space - When a new 
ranger residence is provided there will 
be additional space for offices and 
public contact. Additional space will 
be used to display the existing relief 
model horizontally and to provide 
minimum-impact backcountry use and bear 
encounter exhibits. 

3. Partnership with GNHA - GNHA will be 
asked to be a partner with the NPS in 
the redesign and refurbishment of the 
ranger station, exhibits, and sales 
area. 

4. Parkpost - Parkpost will be provided 
at Swiftcurrent Ranger Station to 
provide up-to-date park information and 
backcountry permits more efficiently . 

North Fork 

Eleven percent of park visitors find their 
way into the North Fork. Many locals and 
repeat visitors choose this area as a 
destination because it is less developed than 
other parts of the park. Rather than 
concentrating, they disperse throughout the 
area. Within the park there are limited 
visitor services and no paved roads. The 
Polebridge Ranger station has a small 
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cooperating association sales outlet and an 
information desk with maps and handouts. New 
wayside exhibits interpret the ecological 
effects of fire. 

PROPOSED ACTION: 

1. Bowman Lake Campground - The planned 
campfire circle will be provided so that 
North Fork interpreters can provide 
informal evening programs that provide 
interpretation and address North Fork 
visitor use and resource protection 
concerns. 

2. Publication - GNHA will be asked to 
publish a North Fork booklet to 
interpret early settlement of the area: 
homestead sites, self-sufficiency of the 
pioneers, and their interactions and 
interdependence with the resource. 

Rising Sun/St. Mary/Sun Point 

Existing interpretive facilities and proposed 
actions in the Sun Point to st. Mary area 
include: 

Blackfeet culture 
Blackfeet culture is currently interpreted by 
Blackfeet tribal members under contract at 
three park campfire circles (Rising Sun, Two 
Medicine, and Many Glacier campgrounds), and 
through publications. 

One of the goals of the Blackfeet Tribe is to 
build a Blackfeet cultural center on their 
reservation east of Glacier National Park. 
The National Park Service will cooperate in 
this endeavor in every way possible. The 
initiative must come from the Blackfeet. 

PROPOSED ACTION: 

Interpretation - Interpretation of the 
Blackfeet culture, history, point of 
view, relationship with park resources, 
etc., is and will be provided in Glacier 
National Park. Park interpreters and 
members of the Blackfeet Tribe will plan 
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this interpretation together, including 
personal services programs, audiovisual 
programs and exhibits in st. Mary 
Visitor center, and wayside exhibits. 
The NPS will explore the possibility of 
obtaining Blackfeet historic objects for 
display in park museum exhibits. 
Appropriate members of the Blackfeet 
Tribe will review interpretive media 
pertaining to the Blackfeet for 
accuracy, appropriateness, and 
sensitivity. 

Rising sun campground 
A campfire circle consists of a fire ring 
with stationary wooden benches . 

sun Point Self-guiding Trail 
The trail is indexed to a pamphlet published 
and sold by GNHA. Trail guide brochures are 
provided at the trailhead in an honor system 
donation box. 

st. Mary Campground 
A campfire circle consists of a fire ring 
with stationary wooden benches • 

1913 st. Mary Ranger Station 
The historic ranger station has been 
refurnished and special history presentations 
are scheduled on summer afternoons and 
evenings. 

st. Mary Visitor center 
This visitor center is open May through 
September. Extreme weather conditions 
prevent its use from late November through 
April. It contains exhibits, information 
desk/sales area, and backcountry desk. 
Exhibits are dated and unexciting. 

Exhibits touch briefly on the plant and 
animal life of the park's east side, and tell 
the geological story of the park. The 
exhibits are dated and unexciting. Homemade 
exhibits produced by park staff are a 
distinct improvement, but their effectiveness 
is limited by inadequate lighting. The park 
has also done an outstanding job refurbishing 
the lobby and employee work spaces, making 
them attractive and functional. 
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The auditorium seats 225. Up to six 
projectors may be operated at one time in the 
projection room at the rear of the auditorium 
and may be controlled from the front. Images 
are projected onto a large screen at the 
front of the auditorium. A public address 
system operated from the front is for the 
auditorium alone. The public address system 
at the information desk is heard inside the 
visitor center but not the auditorium. 
Acoustics, electrical systems, and seating 
are inadequate. All audiovisual equipment 
must be removed every fall and replaced every 
spring. Existing AV equipment is complex and 
difficult to move seasonally . 

An automated slide program shown in the 
auditorium is activated at the information 
desk. The program is of very poor quality. 
The exceptionally inappropriate music further 
reduces program quality. 

Exterior vehicle and pedestrian signage is 
inadequate. Vehicle parking lot 
entrances/exits are safety hazards. The 
turnoff into the parking area is too narrow, 
and there is congestion due to backup of 
autos at the entrance station. The Federal 
Lands Highway Program will fund redesigned 
parking areas and entrances/exits. 

PROPOSED ACTIONS: 

1. Audiovisual Equipment - Harpers 
Ferry Center will evaluate the 
audiovisual equipment in the auditorium 
and will replace Depot equipment. The 
auditorium will be rewired totally with 
multi-shielded wire, simplified, and 
upgraded. As many as six new removable 
speakers will be installed to provide 
uniform sound. A new, portable console 
will be provided for the front of the 
auditorium. Video and sound cassette 
players will be incorporated. All 
equipment will be durable and user 
friendly. All old wires and equipment 
will be pulled. Backup equipment will 
be provided. All controls will be 
identical at the front podium and in the 
projection booth. Controls as needed 
will be provided at the information desk 
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in the lobby. 'l'he public address system 
will have speakers in the visitor center 
and outside. The electric wires that 
keep birds out of the eaves will be 
separated from other electrical systems. 
Message-board captioning in English will 
be provided for the new motion picture 
(below). The system can be on all the 
time, at scheduled times, or only when 
activated. Foreign language captioning 
can be provided but is not appropriate 
at this time because of low demand. 

2. Parkpost - Parkpost will be provided 
at St. Mary Visitor Center to provide 
up-to-date park information and 
backcountry permits more efficiently. 

3. Audiovisual Programs - A new 16 mm 
motion picture (also on video cassette 
for off-site use) will be provided for 
multiple daily showings in the 
auditorium. The goal will be to 
increase visitor awareness of the 
significant international natural and 
cultural resources of Glacier National 
Park and the need for preserving them. 
An integrated approach will include 
beauty, Native American heritage, 
history, solitude, and flora and fauna. 
This is an excellent opportunity to 
develop the "One Park--Three Nations" 
concept which includes Waterton Lakes, 
Glacier, and the Blackfeet in an 
ecosystem approach. 

In the lobby, two short (2 or 3 minutes 
each), silent, screen-captioned, stand
up video programs will provide the 
motion necessary to tell the geological 
stories. One will address the 
historical geology story: the deposition 
of the Belt sediments, their burial and 
lithification, overthrust faulting, and 
the simultaneous uplift and erosion of 
the Rocky Mountains. The other will 
display the story of mountain glaciation 
and the consequent visible effects on 
the landscape. Ideally, these video 
monitors would be closely associated 
with the existing topographic relief 
model. 
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4. Museum Exhibits and Auditorium -

Exhibit Planninq - A comprehensive 
visitor center design addressing the 
interior and exterior of the building, 
space utilization, and audiovisual and 
exhibit interpretation will be provided. 
Major rehabilitation will follow this 
planning. 
Improvements will be accomplished in two 
phases: 

Short Term Refurbisbinq - The auditorium 
will be refurbished to improve acoustics 
and lighting and to make it generally 
more attractive. The view port of the 
projection room will be enlarged 
vertically to 40 inches to provide 
needed space for multiple programs. The 
forward ceiling lights will be raised 
about 18 inches to avoid interference 
from projectors high in the booth. 
Acoustical baffles will be suspended 
from the ceiling. Cushioned theater 
seats will be provided. Interior decor 
will be redone. 

Better lighting will be provided for the 
park produced cultural history exhibits. 

Long Term Redesign - Effective long term 
interpretation at st. Mary Visitor 
Center requires that the interior and 
exterior of the building be redesigned 
to provide usable space. This would 
include painting, location of walls, 
carpeting, exhibits, interior and 
exterior decor--there is very little 
that cannot be changed, if need be. Use 
of interior and exterior spaces needs 
careful attention. 

New St. Mary Visitor Center exhibits 
will have a primary focus on the eastern 
slope of the park: prairie, wet meadows, 
aspen, lodgepole pine, spruce/fir, and 
exotic plants. Other important concepts 
to be addressed are the crown of the 
Continent ecosystem, the geological 
story, the park in winter, and the 
Waterton/Glacier International Peace 
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Park and the cultural, ecological, and 
political relationship between the two 
parks. These will not be viewed as 
separate topics, but as the strands of 
fully integrated interpretation. Each 
piece of information will stand on its 
own, but exhibit components will work 
together and be mutually supportive. A 
holistic approach will provide an 
interpretive depth not otherwise 
attainable. Exhibits would be keyed to 
specific locations in the park as part 
of the effort to separate visitors from 
their automobiles . 

The Blackfeet culture, history, point of 
view, and relationship with the 
environment will be integrated into 
exhibits. An interesting approach would 
be to present the creation stories of 
Glacier National Park-- according to 
geologists and according to the 
Blackfeet--without making value 
judgments. 

Visitors will be exposed to the One 
Park/Three Nations concept: Blackfeet, 
Canada, and the United States. 

Upgrading of the lobby (information and 
backcountry registration desks and 
cooperating association sales area) will 
continue. The topographic model will be 
refurbished. An addition to the lobby 
will be two television monitors with 
very short (2-3 minute) programs 
interpreting the geological stories. 

5. Vehicle Entrances and Exits -
Parking area entrances and exits will be 
redesigned and provided with appropriate 
signage for safety and to reduce 
interference from congestion at the 
entrance station. Work will be 
accomplished by park staff or Denver 
Service center . 
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Two Medicine 

The area is low key but receives considerable 
local and regional use. There is need for 
trailhead orientation, bear safety 
information, and fishing, hiking, and minimum 
impact safety information. 

Running Eagle Falls Trail 
The Glacier National Park Associates, a 
private, nonprofit park partner, has 
initiated a fund raising campaign and 
planning to make this popular and scenic 
trail accessible to wheelchairs. The trail 
is well located and the project is feasible . 

Two Medicine Campground . 
Campfire circle consists of a fire ring with 
stationary wooden benches. 

Two Medicine Ranger Station 
Because of budget constraints, the 
information desk was not staffed by 
interpreters in 1990, 1991, or 1992. 
Campground hosts staffed the station five 
days a week. 

------------ - - - ·- - ·---·- - -···· --- ·--- - - -
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Summary of Proposed Actions 
and Cost Estimates 

All proposed actions for interpretive media 
and staffing are listed below by category. 
Proposed actions are identified according to 
priorities. All high priority proposed 
actions have cost estimates in 1991 dollars. 

Amounts in the right-hand column are Harpers 
Ferry Center Class "C" project cost 
estimates. They are not to be used to 
formulate budget requests. The Harpers Ferry 
Center Programs Office, phone number (304) 
535-6258, should be contacted for Package 
Estimating Detail (Form 10-802) , which will 
list the current cost estimates for each 
project type and include contingencies and 
overhead appropriate for fund source. 

Estimates generated by park staff are shown 
in parentheses. 

A variety of funding strategies need to be 
pursued in order to implement the proposed 
actions. Donations from the park cooperating 
association, private individuals, and other 
private sector support groups will be_ sought 
in order to supplement more traditional 
funding sources like ONPS (National Park 
Service Operation) , Regional Interpretive 
Media Repair/Rehabilitation, Major and Minor 
Repair/Rehab Programs, and special 
appropriations. Funds from all these sources 
will be necessary to implement this plan and 
to achieve the standard of interpretive 
excellence that park resources require and 
park visitors deserve. 
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1. FIRST PRIORITIES 

1. Audiovisual Arts 

Parkwide 
All AV equipment in the park will be 
evaluated and upgraded by HFC, AV 
Branch of Equipment Services. This 
estimate is for evaluation only . 

(63) Audiovisual equipment 
upgrade $6,500 

(Upon completion of the evaluation, 
AV depot items will be replaced by 
HFC, cost estimates for additional 
equipment and labor will be 
generated by park staff in 
consultation with HFC, AV Branch of 
Equipment Services.) 

New West Side Visitor center 
Plan and produce state-of-the-art AV 
program for auditorium and 
computerized visitor interactive 
displays including random access 
laser disc for historic photo 
retrieval'· GIS, and radio telemetry 
technology used in resources 
management. 

(61) Audiovisual design $45,000 
(62) Audiovisual arts 

production and 
equipment 500,000 

st. Mary Visitor Center 
Plan and produce 20-minute motion 
picture for use in auditorium. 

(61) Audiovisual design $27,000 
(62) Audiovisual arts 

production 180,000 

Plan and produce two 3-minute 
captioned geology videos 
interpreting historical geology and 
glaciation . 

(61) Audiovisual design 
(62) Audiovisual arts 

production and 
equipment 

$50,000 

130,000 
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Provide six speakers and new AV 
console for auditorium and rewire. 

(63) Audiovisual equipment 
upgrade 

Provide video projection and sound 
cassette players for auditorium 
system. 

(63) Audiovisual equipment 
upgrade 

$105,000 

$40,000 

1. Exhibit Planning, Design, and Construction 

New West Side Visitor center 
Provide exhibits for new visitor 
center. Estimates are based on 
2,000 sq. ft. exhibit hall, 1,500 
sq. ft. lobby, and 250 seat 
auditorium. (Furnishings and 
interior decor for new construction 
are provided by Denver Service 
Center. 

( 51) 
(52) 
(53) 

Museum exhibit design 
Museum exhibit production 
Museum services 

Apgar Visitor center 
Improve exhibits. 

Chalets 
Display historic photos in chalets. 

Lodges 
Provide museum exhibits and bulletin 
boards for lobbies of lodges: 
Glacier Park, Lake McDonald, and 
Many Glacier. 

(51) Museum exhibit design 
(52) Museum exhibit production 
(53) Museum services 

Upgrade exhibit panels in Lucerne 
Room, Many Glacier Lodge. 

$150,000 
800,000 
75,000 

($500) 

($1,000) 

$20,000 
100,000 

7,500 

($5,600) 
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Loqan Pass Visitor center 
New museum exhibits, sales area, and 
furnishings are being planned and 
produced by park and Rocky Mountain 
Regional Office. 

(Funding package complete, 1991) 

swiftcurrent Ranger Station 
Park and GNHA will provide exhibit 
planning·and production. 

Museum exhibit design 
Museum exhibit production 
Museum services 

st. Kary Visitor center 
Plan and produce new exhibits, sales 
area, furnishings, and interior 
decor. 

( 51) 
(52) 
(53) 

Museum exhibit design 
Museum exhibit production 
Museum services 

1. Publication 

Handbook 
Any combination of donations, park, 
and/or HFC funds. 

1. Staffing 

Parkwide 
The following new pqsitions are 
required to provide interpretive 
programs at standard: 

Interpretive Specialist GS 9-11 
1 FTE. Salary, benefits, and 

$30,000 
100,000 

15,000 

$175,000 
875,000 

80,000 

$50,000 

support costs. ($60,000) 

Environmental Education/Community outreach 
Specialist GS-7 
1 FTE. Salary, benefits, and 
support costs. ($40,000) 

seasonal and SU))ject-to-turlouqh Staff 
* 4.0 FTE to meet minimum 

interpretive and reinstate 
chalet interpretation. ($90,000) 
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* 3.5 FTE to augment staff for 
new west side visitor center 
to be operated year-round. ($120,000) 

1. Wayside Exhibits 

Parkwide 
Plan and produce approximately 20 
trailhead and approx. 50 
interpretive exhibits: parkwide 
(include Goat Haunt and Logan Pass 
Visitor Center) and at Waterton 
Townsite, Canada. (HFC provides 
planning and production of exhibits 
and hardware for mounting. Site 
preparation, construction of bases, 
and installation will be done by 
park.) 

(55) Wayside exhibit 
planning and design $30,000 

(55) Wayside exhibit 
production 330,000 

(55) site preparation and 
installation (70,000) 

1. Construction 

The following Proposed Actions 
directly impact visitors' 
interpretive experience. They 
involve construction on a large or 
small scale. No cost estimates will 
be available until designs are 
completed by the park in cooperation 
with Denver Service Center and Rocky 
Mountain Regional Office staff. 

West Side Visitor center - Replace 
Apgar Visitor Center Station with 
expanded facility in better 
location. 

Glacier Natural History Association -
Expand cooperating association work 
space. 

Lake McDonald Lodqe - Implement 
accessibility and upgrade auditorium 
building at Lake McDonald Lodge. 
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Many Glacier campground - Redesign 
and reconstruct amphitheater. 

Trail of the cedars - Improve 
parking for people with 
disabilities. Improve parking and 
traffic circulation. 
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SECONDARY PRIORITIES 

2. Audiovisual Arts 

still Picture Video 
Park will be provided with two 
still-video cameras. 

(62) Audiovisual equipment $2,000 

Parkpost 
Parkpost will be installed at Apgar 
and st. Mary Visitor Centers and 
Swiftcurrent Ranger Station. The 
two-computer system is estimated 
here because of efficiency and 
economy. Computer time will be 
shared with the Backcountry Permit 
system. 

Parkpost ( $2 5, 210) 

Traveler Information System (TIS) 
For North Fork. Cost est i mate 
generated in consultation with 
Denver Service Center and supplier. 

North Fork TIS ($7,000) 

2. Exhibit Planning, Design, and Construction 

Garden court Visitor contact station 
Provide exhibits, furnishings, and 
interior decor. 

(51) Museum exhibit design 
(52) Museum exhibit production 
(53) Museum services 

2. Publications 

GNJIA PUJ:>lications 
Publications recommendations will be 
funded by cooperating association. 

$50,000 
300,000 
30,000 
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2. Staffing 

Parkwide 

Audiovisual Technician GS-7 
Salary, benefits, and support costs ($40,000) 

2. Construction 

The following Proposed Actions 
directly impact visitors' 
interpretive experience. They 
involve construction on a large or 
small scale. No cost estimates will 
be available until designs are 
completed by the park in cooperation 
with Denver Service Center and Rocky 
Mountain Regional Office staff. 

Apqar Visitor Center - Build group 
meeting area. 

McDonald creek Oxbow - Rehab viewing 
area. 

Bowman Lake - Construct campfire 
circle. 

Running Eagle Falls Trail - Make 
trail accessible to wheelchairs. 
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Team Members 

Glacier National Park 

Joe Decker, West Lakes District Naturalist 
Lynne Murdock, Hudson Bay District Naturalist 
Cindy Nielsen, Chief Naturalist 

Harpers Ferry Center 

Bill Clark, Interpretive Planner 
Dick Hoffman, Wayside Exhibit Planner 
Julia Bolmaas, Museum Exhibit Planner 
Jay Moler, Audiovisual Production Specialist 
Anita Smith, Exhibits Specialist 

Rocky Mountain Regional Office 

Thea Nordlinq, Interpretive Planner 
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Consultants 

Blackfeet Nation 

CUrly Bear Waqner, Cultural Coordinator 

Glacier National Park 

Bob Andrew, Chief Park Ranger 
Gary Brandow, Administrative Officer 
Bob Dunkley, Park Ranger 
Pete Pieldinq, Chief of Maintenance 
Bruce Fladmark, Cultural Resources Ranger 
Gary Greqory, Supervisory Resource Management 

Specialist 
Bill Hayden, Park Ranger 
Brace Hayden, Ecosystem Coordinator 
Dennis Bolden, Accessibility Coordinator 
Clare Landry, Park Ranger 
H. Gilbert Lusk, Superintendent 
Clift Martinka, Chief Scientist 
Marty Nielson, Concession Management 

Specialist 
Pete Peterson, Assistant Superintendent 
Rachel Potter, Resource Management Specialist 
Chuck Siqler, Supervisory Management 

Assistant 
Amy Vanderbilt, Public Affairs Officer 
Lucy Walter, Park Ranger 

Rocky Mountain Regional Office 

Ron Thoman, Chief, Division of Interpretation 

Waterton Lakes National Park 

Duane Barrus, Chief Park Interpreter 
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Appendix A 

Parkpost: 
Public Scrolling Information System 

The software is the property of the National 
Park Service, Harpers Ferry Center. There 
are no licensing fees. Parkpost is a 
scrolling and still-frame message bearer 
specifically designed for busy park 
interpreters. Parkpost is simple to use, 
flexible, and will run on older (with 
possible minor changes) and the newest DOS 
computers. The present version requires an 
EGA adapter or certain VGA adapters that can 
be made to emulate an EGA adapter. The 
system can be configured so that one computer 
will run several monitors. 

Speed of scroll can be varied. Messages can 
be inserted in any order. Staff can create 
message libraries and create and change 
messages in seconds. Space between lines can 
be varied. Time on screen for still screen 
messages can be varied. Lines can be 
formatted. For example: 

Campground 

Big Ridge 

Turkey Gulch 

Wilsons Creek 

Blue Valley 

Big Thicket 

CAMPGROUND STATUS 

Vacancies 

12 

17 

4 

none 

2 

With a 19-inch monitor, the smallest type can 
be read by persons with normal eyesight from 
a distance of about 25 feet; the mid-size 
type, about 60 feet; the largest font can be 
read from about 150 feet . 
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Future versions will support automatic 
kerning and letter spacing, and will 
automatically compute for each message. 

Forty color combinations may be selected for 
fonts. Three sizes of fonts are offered with 
this version. The program will revolve from 
one to ninety messages. The only limit to 
the length of any one message is the size of 
the floppy disc or hard drive. 

The program has a built-in line editor. You 
may, if you wish, import text written with 
your favorite word processor instead. It is 
not yet determined whether the line editor is 
easier to use than Wordperfect . 

The program runs entirely in memory. The 
scroll files run from a RAM-drive, requiring 
no mechanical action from the computer's 
drives-- only the fan moves. 

Scrolls may be written at one computer and 
quickly downloaded with a floppy disc to 
another where the public views the messages . 

Purpose 

To bring park interpreters directly into the 
creation picture to develop their own 
scrolling programs. 

Uses (so far) : 

* After hours announcements . . . 

* Bus times, campground availability 

* Emergency messages for visitors . 

* 

* 

* 

Special events, or non-scheduled 
events • • • 

Regularly scheduled events or 
programs • . • 

Timely environmental messages, weather 
reports, snow conditions . . . 
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* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Daily messages for recreation 
facilities, i.e., water temperatures, 
lake conditions, wind speed, direction, 
special dangers, etc.--"There's a moose 
and her calf hanging around Riley 
Creek . Wise folks will avoid 
them." 

Text-based interpretive messages, such 
as Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, or a 
Sandburg poem . 

Updates on fire conditions in the 
park . . . 

Information for the visually impaired, 
using large fonts, bright colors . . . 

Answers to frequently asked questions, 
particularly those that require only 
straightforward answers • . . those that 
will save the time of an interpreter. 

* An electronic bulletin board for park 
employees . . . 

* Summaries of staff meetings, 
administrative announcements 

While this is primarily an information 
system, as opposed to an exhibit or 
audiovisual presentation, park interpreters 
may find many other ways to incorporate the 
program into their interpretive and 
information efforts .... 

Park Configuration 

There are several ways to configure the 
system. Parks that already have a computer 
they would like to put to work can get 
started very easily. 

Remember that equipment will need enclosures 
(kiosks, etc.) or will have to be built into 
the existing facility or exhibitry. Monitors 
mounted flush with walls may require 
expensive brackets, ways to make certain the 
computer is ventilated, require cabling from 
unusual distances, etc. There are some 
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companies that make pretty nice kiosk 
enclosures, but good planners and designers 
may come up with yet others ways to deploy 
the program. The best solutions will 
certainly be tailor-made for each 
application. None of this is figured in 
costs below. 

The usual 50 percent Harpers Ferry Center 
overhead is not figured in, nor is the cost 
of Harpers Ferry Center people to travel, 
install, etc., if the park needs assistance 
in installation. Some parks may want to 
configure and install the entire thing 
themselves. There will be enough information 
in the manual for them to do it. 

Basics 

DOS version 3.1 or later is required (some 
older computers have to be upgraded with this 
software for about $80). An EGA graphics 
adapter is required (about $180) or, 
alternatively, a VGA adapter that can emulate 
EGA . 

640K RAM is required (most computers will 
have it, although some older machines may 
require adding a few chips) . 

The program is fairly disc intensive in the 
message creation stage, and a hard disc with 
reasonably fast access time is highly 
recommended to save time. 

For the computer that delivers the image 
signal, CPU speed is of little consequence. 
The quality (in hues, contrast, chroma, etc.) 
of the monitor and quality of the adapter is 
of far more importance. The fastest scroll 
speed possible on the slowest and oldest of 
DOS computers is still too fast to read. The 
program was designed to take advantage of 
certain special qualities of the EGA adapter, 
thus allowing the use of very inexpensive 
computers. High quality 8088 and 8086 
machines are still available for about $500, 
and no-frills, quality ATs for $1,100. 
Parkpost runs on them all, including 80386s 
and 80486s. 
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A special NTSC video board makes it possible 
to use a single, inexpensive computer to 
drive a number of video monitors, an 
excellent solution for the parks that need 
more than one display of the same scrolling 
messages driven from one inexpensive, remote 
computer . 

Four Possible Arrangements 

Quite a number of attributes are noted in the 
possible configurations discussed below, and 
they are not comparable on the basis of cost 
alone. In one example, a system allows a 
computer to be used for other park business 
most of the time. The running of cables may 
be very inexpensive in one park, expensive in 
another. Built-in features or kiosks may be 
required. Large or small monitors may be 
chosen. Even very small or tiny monitors may 
be the best choice if the program is to be 
installed as a part of other exhibitry, to be 
installed as a module supporting other 
graphics, displays, models, etc. Without 
studying the park's needs carefully, there is 
not much value in the cost estimates, and the 
ones below are provided only as a basis from 
which to begin a responsible costing .. 

1. sinqle computer system 
A park might use a single computer system 
with a fairly fast hard disc, dedicated 
solely to the scrolling program. Park 
employee goes to kiosk in "public area" at 
intervals, opens door, changes messages, then 
runs program, which runs continuously until 
change is required again . 

Advantages - Inexpensive, and if program is 
changed daily only, and creation/modification 
can usually be accomplished before visiting 
hours, and only one monitor is required, 
probably the best approach. Cheap, 
efficient . 

Disadvantages - Work done in view of public 
if done during the day. If changes in 
program are very frequent, this is 
inconvenient, if not downright disruptive. 
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Just ask the folks who were at Denali four 
years ago, who at one time had to do it this 
way with their Model-T interactive system. 
This arrangement is not a good one for 
rapidly changing information, such as the 
weather. 

Equipment costs: 

80286 computer; 16Mhz; 28 ms, 
1.2 mbyte floppy drive, 20 
mbyte hard drive 

EGA adapter 

19" multisync monitor 

Monitor cable 

$ 1,600 

180 

2,120 

35 

3,935 

2. sinqla computer in a Remote Location 
This system uses the same arrangement as in 
"1" above, but with the computer placed in a 
remote location (away from the public). The 
public display monitor is in the visitor 
area. During the program run it is attached 
to the adapter with a relatively long, 
quality cable (ca. 50 feet). After the 
program run it is switched or detached and a 
smaller EGA monitor (with the computer) is 
used to create/modify the scrolls. 

This requires an additional small monitor, a 
fairly long, high quality cable, and a switch 
for convenience. 

Advantages: Inexpensive, as in 1, above, and 
interpreter would not have to create/change 
messages in public view if frequent changes 
during the day are required. This is an 
excellent solution if park can dedicate a 
small "creation cubicle" for the computer 
near the public monitor (within 50 feet) and 
hidden from view • 

Disadvantage: Experts at several firms 
manufacturing EGA cards do not recommend 
distances greater than 50 feet for 
transmitting TTL RGB from their adapters. 
There are ways around this, but the solutions 
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are somewhat expensive, and negate the entire 
concept of keeping this thing simple and 
cheap. 

Equipment costs: 

80286 computer; 16Mhz; 1.2 mbyte 
floppy drive, 28 ms, 20 mbyte 
hard drive $1, 600 

EGA adapter 180 

19" multisync monitor 

12" multisync monitor 

Quality, 50-foot cable 

Switch 

3. Two-computer system 

2,120 

950 

260 

125 

5,235 

a) Use a scroll creation/modification device 
which can be used for a few moments to create 
or change scrolls, or 

b) Use the cheapest possible machine with a 
relatively expensive monitor to run the 
program in the visitor center. 

This is possible.because the program, 
Parkpost, has a run-time module that allows 
creation of a program which can be placed on 
a floppy, sent to others in the mail, or via 
modem, etc., i.e., run on remote, independent 
machines. Park staff would create or modify 
the scroll files on the machine used almost 
all the time for other purposes, place them 
on a floppy, take them to the inexpensive 
machine, download them, and run the program 
in seconds. 

Advantages: Very inexpensive if park is 
willing to allow use of machine with hard 
drive it uses for other purposes to share 
functions. Very likely the only addition to 
the existing computer would be the adapter, 
if it already had a small multisync monitor. 
There are no long cables to worry about and 
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the interpreter is in view of public at the 
delivery monitor for only a few seconds--just 
long enough to transfer the files. 

Disadvantage: A bit expensive if park does 
not already have a machine they are willing 
to have sharing functions. 

Equipment costs: Broken down in two ways: 

(3a) Assumes that park already has a 
computer, used most of the time for its 
originally intended purpose, that can be 
shared to create/change messages only • 

Park has one sharing computer with hard 
drive, requiring only additional EGA adapter 
and small EGA monitor: 

2 EGA adapters 

2 short cables 

80286 computer; 16 Mhz, with one 
1.2 floppy drive 

1 12" multisync monitor 

1 19" multisync monitor 

$360 

70 

1,200 

950 

2,120 

4,700 

(3b) Buying both computers, and using the 
quality machine with hard drive occasionally 
for scroll creation but mostly for park 
business; and the inexpensive machine to 
deliver the program . 
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2 EGA adapters $ 360 

2 short cables 7 o 

80286 computer; 16Mhz; with one 
1.2 floppy drive 1,200 

80286 computer; 16Mhz: 28ms, 1.2 
mbyte floppy drive; 40 mbyte hard 
drive 1,900 

1 12" multisync monitor 950 

1 19" multisync monitor 2,120 

6,600 

4. Sinqle Dedicated Computer System 
Use a single computer system, dedicated 
solely to the scrolling program, and equipped 
with an adapter that allows the scrolling 
program to be looped through several monitors 
in remote locations, i.e., employment of a 
"video" signal instead of the traditional 
computer RGB. The computer itself might be 
600 or 700 feet from the nearest public 
display monitor. 

Advantages: An excellent solution for the 
park that wishes to use more than one display 
monitor for the public, and wants to keep the 
single computer in an office, well away from 
the visitor area. Even large video monitors 
are much less expensive than their computer 
counterparts, and the lesser costs of the 
monitors will usually make up for the 
increased cost of the adapter. While cabling 
for distance may pose some problems, 
deployment of monitors should be easier, more 
flexible, and provide opportunities for 
built-in displays (location of the computer 
is not critical). 

Disadvantages: Traditional "video" signal 
(RS170) encoded from computer RGB vary in 
quality, and only recently have adapters been 
made that provide really good images. They 
are a bit expensive, i.e., about $1,600, 
although they are dropping in price as 
competition builds. 
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Equipnu.mt costs: (for two public displays) 

Quality 80286 computer; 16Mhz; 
1.2 mbyte floppy drive; 28 ms, 
40 mbyte hard drive $ 1,900 

VGA video adapter 450 

NTSC encoder board 1,600 

2 19" video monitors 1,400 

12" video monitor 350 

Video cable ca. 150 

(Each additional public display,add 
$800 for large monitor, $350 for 
smaller ones.) 

5,850 

s. Multitasking 386 Computer - There is one 
other option: Use a multitasking 386 
computer running in the protect.ed mode, using 
UNIX, PS2, or other OS supporting a LAN 
arrangement. 

This will be cost effective only where larger 
parks have already introduced a central file 
server, a single, very powerful and fast 
microcomputer serving several work stations. 
As long as the OS will tolerate a shell or 
otherwise share a node that will emulate DOS, 
Parkpost will run on it. It would be 
overkill to LAN or multi-task this now, and 
negates the central goals of Parkpost: 
simplicity, ease of use, and inexpensive but 
effective deployment. Eventually this will 
be a good option, but we know of no parks 
this far along. 

Other Odds and Ends 

Parks using Parkpost can use the same 
hardware support they would normally have for 
other computers. Harpers Ferry center will 
support users in the field with the software. 
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rt should be simple enough that few telephone 
calls will be required. 

For Further Information 

Contact Jerry Petsche 
Programs/Project Manager 
Harpers Ferry Center 
(304) 535-6499 
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APPENDIX 8 

Special Populations: 
Programmatic Accessibility 

Guidelines for Interpretive Media 

Contents 

National Park service 
Harpers Ferry Center 

September 1991 
(Version 2.1) 

Prepared by the 
Harpers Ferry Center 

Accessibility Task Force 

Statement of Purpose 83 

Audiovisual Programs 84 

Exhibits 86 

Historic Furnishings 89 

Publications 91 

Wayside Exhibits 92 

Statement of Purpose 

This document is a guide for promoting full 
access to interpretive media to ensure that 
people with physical and mental disabilities 
have access to the same information necessary 
for safe and meaningful visits to National 
Parks. Just as the needs and abilities of 
individuals cannot be reduced to simple 
statements, it is impossible to construct 
guidelines for interpretive media that can 
apply to every situation in the National Park 
system. 

These guidelines define a high level of 
programmatic access which can be met in most 
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situations. They articulate key areas of 
concern and note generally accepted 
solutions. Due to the diversity of park 
resources and the variety of interpretive 
situations, flexibility, and versatility are 
important. 

Each interpretive medium contributes to the 
total park program. All media have inherent 
strengths and weaknesses, and it is our 
intent to capitalize on their strengths and 
provide alternatives where they are 
deficient. It should also be understood that 
any interpretive medium is just one component 
of the overall park experience. In some 
instances, especially with regard to learning 
disabilities, personal services, that is 
one-on-one interaction, may be the most 
appropriate and versatile interpretive 
approach. 

In the final analysis, interpretive design is 
subjective, and dependent on both aesthetic 
considerations as well as the particular 
characteristics and resources available for a 
specific program. success or failure should 
be evaluated by examining all interpretive 
offerings of a park. Due to the unique 
characteristics of each situation, parks 
should be evaluated on a case by case basis. 
Nonetheless, the goal is to fully comply with 
NPS policy: 

11 ••• To provide the hiqhest level of 
accessibility possible and feasible 
for persons with visual, hearinq, 
mobility, and mental impairments, 
consistent with the obliqation to 
conserve park resources and 
preserve the quality of the park 
experience for everyone." 

NPS Special Directive 83-3 
Accessibility for Disabled Persons 

Audiovisual Programs 

Audiovisual programs include motion pictures, 
sound/slide programs, video programs, and 
oral history programs. As a matter of 
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policy, all audiovisual programs produced by 
the Harpers Ferry Center will include some 
method of captioning. The approach used will 
vary according to the conditions of the 
installation area and the media format used, 
and will be selected in consultation with the 
parks and regions. 

The captioning method will be identified as 
early as possible in the planning process and 
will be presented in an integrated setting 
where possible. To the extent possible, 
visitors will be offered a choice in viewing 
captioned or uncaptioned versions, but in 
situations where a choice is not possible or 
feasible, a captioned version of all programs 
will be made available. Park management will 
decide on the most appropriate operational 
approach for the particular site. 

Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired 
Visitors 
1. The theater, auditorium, or viewing area 
should be accessible and free of 
architectural barriers, or alternative 
accommodations will be provided. UFAS 4.1. 

2. Wheelchair locations will be provided 
according to ratios outlined in UFAS 
4. 1. 2 ( 18a) • 

3. Viewing heights and angles will be 
favorable for those in designated wheelchair 
locations. 

4. In designing video or interactive 
components, control mechanisms will be placed 
in an accessible location, usually between 9" 
and 48 11 from the ground and no more than 24" 
deep. 

Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Simultaneous audio description will be 
considered for installations where the 
equipment can be properly installed and 
maintained. 

Guidelines Af f ectinq Rearinq Impaired 
Visitors 
1. All audiovisual programs will be produced 
with appropriate captions. 
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2. Copies of scripts will be provided to the 
parks as a standard procedure. 

3. Audio amplification and listening systems 
will be provided in accordance with UFAS 
4. 1. 2 ( 18b) • 

Guidelines Atfectinq Learninq Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Unnecessarily complex and confusing 
concepts will be avoided. 

2. Graphic elements will be chosen to 
communicate without reliance on the verbal 
component . 

3. Narration will be concise and free of 
unnecessary jargon and technical information. 

Exhibits 

Numerous factors affect the design of 
exhibits, reflecting the unique circumstances 
of the specific space and the nature of the 
materials to be interpreted. It is clear 
that thoughtful, sensitive design can go a 
long way in producing exhibits that can be 
enjoyed by a broad range of people. Yet, due 
to the diversity of situations encountered, 
it is impossible to articulate guidelines 
that can be applied universally. 

In some situations, the exhibit designer has 
little or no control over the space. Often 
exhibits are placed in areas ill suited for 
that purpose, they may incorporate large or 
unyielding specimens, may incorporate 
sensitive artifacts which require special 
environmental controls, and room decor or 
architectural features may dictate certain 
solutions. All in all, exhibit design is an 
art which defies simple description. 
However, one central concern is to 
communicate the message to the largest 
audience possible. Every reasonable effort 
will be made to eliminate any factors 
limiting communication through physical 
modification or by providing an alternate 
means of communication . 
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Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Exhibit space will be free of physical 
barriers or a method of alternate 
accommodation shall be provided. 

2. All pathways, aisles, and clearances will 
meet standards set forth in UFAS 4.3. 
Generally a minimum width of 36" will be 
provided. 

3. Ramps will be as gradual as possible and 
will not exceed a slope of 1" rise in 12" 
run, and otherwise conform with UFAS 4.8 . 

4. Important artifacts, labels, and 
graphics, will be placed at a comfortable 
viewing level relative to their size. 
Important text will be viewable to all 
visitors. Display cases will allow short or 
seated people to view the contents and the 
labels. Video monitors associated with 
exhibits will be positioned to be comfortably 
viewed by all visitors. 

5. Lighting will be designed to reduce glare 
or reflections, especially when viewed from a 
wheelchair. 

6. Ground and floor surfaces near the 
exhibit area will be stable, level, firm, and 
slip-resistant. (UFAS 4.5). 

7. Operating controls or objects to be 
handled by visitors will be located in an 
area between 9" and 48" from the ground and 
no more than 2 4" deep. (UFAS 4. 3) 

8. Horizontal exhibits (!t:...9..:.., terrain model) 
will be located at a comfortable viewing 
height. 

9. Information desks and sales counters will 
be designed for use by visitors and employees 
using wheelchairs, and will include a section 
with a desk height no greater than 32 to 34 
inches, with at least a 30 inch clearance 
underneath. The width should be a minimum of 
32 inches vertical, with additional space 
provided for cash registers or other 
equipment, as applicable. 
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10. Accessibility information about the 
specific park should be available at the 
information desk and the international symbol 
of access will be displayed where access 
information is disseminated. 

11. Railings and barriers will be positioned 
in such a way as to provide unobstructed 
viewing by persons in wheelchairs. 

Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Exhibit typography will be selected with 
readability and legibility in mind. 

2. Characters and symbols shall contrast 
with their backgrounds--either light 
characters on a dark background or dark 
characters on a light background. (UFAS 
4.30.3) 

3. Tactile and participatory elements will 
be included where possible. 

4. Audio description will be provided where 
applicable. 

5. Signage will be provided to indicate 
accessible restrooms, telephones, and 
restrooms elevators. (UFAS 4.30) 

Guidelines Affecting Hearing Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Information presented via audio formats 
will be duplicated in a visual medium, either 
in the exhibit copy or by printed material. 

2. Amplification systems and volume controls 
will be incorporated to make programs 
accessible to the hard of hearing • 

3. Written text of all audio narrations will 
be provided. 

4. All narrated AV programs will be 
captioned • 

5. Allowance for Telecommunication Devices 
for the Deaf (TDD) will be included into 
information desk designs. 
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Guidelines Affecting Learning Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Exhibits will avoid unnecessarily complex 
and confusing topics. 

2. Graphic elements will be developed to 
communicate non-verbally. 

3. Unfamiliar expressions and technical 
terms will be avoided and pronunciation aids 
will be provided where appropriate. 

4. To the extent possible, information will 
be provided in a manner suitable to a 
diversity of abilities and interests • 

5. Where possible, exhibits will be multi
sensory. Techniques to maximize the number 
of senses utilized in an exhibit will be 
encouraged. 

6. Exhibit design will be cognizant of 
directional handicaps and will utilize color 
and other creative approaches to facilitate 
comprehension of maps. 

Historic Furnishings 

Historically refurnished rooms offer the 
public a unique interpretive experience by 
placing visitors within historic spaces. 
Surrounded by historic artifacts visitors can 
feel the spaces "come alive" and relate more 
directly to the historic events or 
personalities commemorated by the park. 

Accessibility is problematical in many NPS 
furnished sites because of the very nature of 
historic architecture. Buildings were 
erected with a functional point of view that 
is many times at odds with our modern views 
of accessibility. 

The approach used to convey the experience of 
historically furnished spaces will vary from 
site to site. The goals, however, will 
remain the same, to give the public as rich 
an interpretive experience as possible given 
the nature of the structure. 
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Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired 
Visitors 
1. The exhibit space should be free of 
architectural barriers or a method of 
alternate accommodation should be provided, 
such as slide programs, videotaped tours, 
visual aids, dioramas, etc. 

2. All pathways, aisles, and clearances 
shall (when possible) meet standards set 
forth in UFAS 4.3 to provide adequate 
clearance for wheelchair routes. 

3. Ramps shall be as gradual as possible and 
not exceed a l" rise in 12" run, and conform 
with UFAS 4.8 . 

4. Railings and room barriers will be 
constructed in such a way as to provide 
unobstructed viewing by persons in 
wheelchairs. 

5. In the planning and design process, 
furnishing inaccessible areas, such as upper 
floors of historic buildings, will be 
discouraged unless essential for 
interpretation . 

6. Lighting will be designed to reduce glare 
or reflections when viewed from a wheelchair. 

7. Alternative methods of interpretation, 
such as audiovisual programs, audio 
description, photo albums, and personal 
services will be used in areas which present 
difficulty for the physically impaired. 

Guidelines Affecting Visually Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Exhibit typefaces will be selected for 
readability and legibility, and conform with 
good industry practice. 

2. Audio description will be used to 
describe furnished rooms, where appropriate . 

3. Windows will be treated with film to 
provide balanced light levels and minimize 
glare . 
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4. Where appropriate, visitor-controlled 
rheostat-type lighting will be provided to 
augment general room lighting. 

5. Where appropriate and when proper 
clearance has been approved, surplus 
artifacts or reproductions will be utilized 
as "hands-on" tactile interpretive devices. 

Guidelines Affecting Bearing Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Information about room interiors will be 
presented in a visual medium such as exhibit 
copy, text, pamphlets, etc. 

2. Captions will be provided for all AV 
programs relating to historic furnishings. 

Guidelines Affecting the Learning Impaired 
1. Where appropriate, hands-on participatory 
elements geared to the level of visitor 
capabilities will be used. 

2. Living history activities and 
demonstrations which utilize the physical 
space as a method of providing multi-sensory 
experiences will be encouraged . 

Publications 

A variety of publications are offered to 
visitors, ranging from park folders which 
provide an overview and orientation to a park 
to more comprehensive handbooks. Each park 
folder should give a brief description of 
services available to the disabled, list 
significant barriers, and note the existence 
of TDD phone numbers, if available . 

In addition, informal site bulletins are 
often produced to provide more specialized 
information about a specific site or topic. 
It is recommended that each park produce an 
easily updatable "Accessibility Site 
Bulletin" which could include detailed 
information about the specific programs, 
services, and opportunities available for the 
disabled and to describe barriers which are 
present in the park. These bulletins should 
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be in reasonably large type, 18 points or 
larger. 

Guidelines Affecting Mobility Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Park folders, site bulletins, and sales 
literature will be distributed from 
accessible locations and heights. 

2. Park folders and Accessibility Site 
Bulletins should endeavor to carry 
information on the accessibility of 
buildings, trails, and programs by the 
disabled . 

Guidelines Affectinq Visually Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Publications will be designed with the 
largest type size appropriate for the format. 

2. Special publications designed for use by 
the visually impaired should be printed in 18 
point type. 

3. The information contained in the park 
folder should also be available on audio 
cassette. Handbooks, accessibility guides, 
and other publications should be similarly 
recorded where possible. 

Guidelines Affectinq Hearing Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Park site bulletins will note the 
availability of such special services as sign 
language interpretation and captioned 
programs. 

Guidelines Aff ectinq Learninq Impaired 
Visitors 
1. The park site bulletin should list any 
special services available to this group. 

Wayside Exhibits 

Wayside exhibits, which include outdoor 
interpretive exhibits and signs, orientation 
shelter exhibits, trailhead exhibits, and 
bulletin boards, offer special advantages to 
disabled visitors. The liberal use of 
photographs, artwork, diagrams, and maps, 
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combined with highly readable type, make 
wayside exhibits an excellent medium for 
visitors with hearing and learning 
impairments. For visitors with sight 
impairments, waysides offer large type and 
high legibility. 

Although a limited number of NPS wayside 
exhibits will always be inaccessible to 
visitors with mobility impairments, the great 
majority are placed at accessible pullouts, 
viewpoints, parking areas, and trailheads. 

The NPS accessibility guidelines for wayside 
exhibits help insure a standard of quality 
that will be appreciated by all visitors. 
Nearly everyone benefits from high quality 
graphics, readable type, comfortable base 
designs, accessible locations, hard-surfaced 
exhibit pads, and well-designed exhibit 
sites. 

While waysides are valuable on-site 
"interpreters," it should be remembered that 
the park resources themselves are the primary 
things visitors come to experience. Good 
waysides focus attention on the features they 
interpret, and not on themselves. A wayside 
exhibit is only one of the many interpretive 
tools which visitors can use to enhance their 
appreciation of a park. 

Guidelines Attectinq Mobility Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Wayside exhibits will be installed at 
accessible locations whenever possible. 

2. Wayside exhibits will be installed at 
heights and angles favorable for viewing by 
most visitors including those in wheelchairs. 
For standard NPS low-profile units the 
recommended height is 34 inches from the 
bottom edge of the exhibit panel to the 
finished grade; for vertical exhibits the 
height of 24-28 inches, depending on panel 
size. 

3. Trailhead exhibits will include an 
accessibility advisory. 

4. Wayside exhibit sites will have level, 
hard surfaced exhibit pads. 
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5. Exhibit sites will offer clear, 
unrestricted views of park features described 
in exhibits. 

Guidelines Affectinq Visually Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Exhibit type will be as legible and 
readable as possible . 

2. Panel colors will be selected to reduce 
eye strain and glare, and to provide 
excellent readability under field conditions. 
White should not be used as a background 
color • 

3. Selected wayside exhibits may incorporate 
audiostations or tactile elements such as 
models, texture blocks, and relief maps. 

4. For all major features interpreted by 
graphic wayside exhibits, the park should 
offer non-visual interpretation covering the 
same subject matter. Examples include 
cassette tape tours, radio messages, and 
ranger talks. 

5. Appropriate tactile cues should be 
provided to help visually impaired visitors 
locate exhibits. 

Guidelines Af fectinq Hearinq Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Wayside exhibits will communicate 
visually, and will rely heavily on graphics 
to interpret park resources. 

2. Essential information included in 
audiostation messages will be duplicated in 
written form, either as part of the exhibit 
text or with printed material. 

Guidelines Af f ectinq Learninq Impaired 
Visitors 
1. Topics for wayside exhibits will be 
specific and of general interest . 
Unnecessary complexity will be avoided. 

2. Whenever possible, easy to understand 
graphics will be used to convey ideas, rather 
than text alone. 
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J. Unfamiliar expressions, technical terms, 
and jargon will be avoided. Pronunciation 
aids and definitions will be provided where 
needed. 

4. Text will be concise and free of long 
paragraphs and wordy language. 
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APPENDIX C 

Planning Documents 

This Interpretive Prospectus is guided by and 
builds on the following planning documents: 

1972 Interpretive Prospectus 

1977 Final Master Plan 

1978 Apgar Area Development Concept Plan, 
Newsletter 

1980 Interpretive Prospectus 

1981 Environmental Assessment/Development 
Concept Plan: Apgar/Headquarters Area 

1982 Development Concept Plan: Apgar 
Headquarters Area 

1985 Environmental Assessment: Lake McDonald, 
Sun Point/Rising Sun, St. Mary, Many 
Glacier/ Swiftcurrent 

1986 Development Concept Plans: Lake 
McDonald, Sun Point/Rising Sun/St. Mary, 
Many Glacier/ Swiftcurrent 

1988 Going-to-the-Sun Road Cultural Resource 
Plan (draft) 

1989 Development Concept Plan Amendment/ 
Environmental Assessment: Lake McDonald 
Lodge Area 

1989 Comprehensive Unit Management Plan/ 
Environmental Assessment: North Fork 
study Area 

1990 Annual Statement for Interpretation 

1990 Regional Exhibit Repair and 
Rehabilitation Program 

1990 outline of Planning Requirements 
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1990 Conceptual Design Plan for Logan Pass 
Visitor Center Exhibits, revised 

1990 Statement for Management 

1990 Task Directive: Interpretive Prospectus 

1990 10-238 for Package 397: Interpretive 
Media, Construct Visitor Center for West 
Side of Park (draft) 

1990 Transportation Plan 

1990 Visitor Services Project 

1991 Resources Management Plan (draft) 

1991 Annual Statement for Interpretation 
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Appendix D 

Minimum Interpretive Program 

From Glacier National Park: Annual Statement 
for Interpretation, FY 1991: 

In order to accomplish interpretive 
objectives, minimal services offered in 
Glacier National Park should contain the 
following: 

1. Visitor centers and information desks at 
Many Glacier, Logan Pass, St. Mary, and Apgar 
should be staffed a minimum of 10 hours each 
day during the heavy visitor use season. 
Twelve hours of operation/day are preferred 
at St. Mary and Apgar Visitor Centers. 

2. The Apgar Visitor Center should be 
staffed mid-April to mid-November to provide 
interpretive services, and then on weekends 
to accommodate winter users. 

3. Interpreter-guided walks should be 
available to visitors at several locations in 
the McDonald, St. Mary, Many Glacier, 
Waterton, and Two Medicine valleys, and at 
Logan Pass. These walks should start at 
various times, go to various destinations, 
and be of varying lengths to accommodate as 
many park visitors' needs as possible. 
Guided walks and hikes should increase 
visitor understanding of natural resources 
and geological processes evidenced within the 
park. 

4. Campfire programs should be offered every 
evening at all amphitheaters and campfire 
circles during the heavy visitor use season. 
Evening programs should address significant 
natural and cultural resource themes, explain 
their management, and include identified 
visitor safety and regulatory messages . 

5. The headquarters reception desk needs to 
be staffed year-round, Monday-Friday at a 
minimum, to provide for visitor contact 
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throughout the year, handle requests for 
printed information, and provide clerical 
assistance. 

6. An automatic slide orientation program 
should be available for visitor viewing on 
demand during operating hours at the St. Mary 
Visitor Center. 

7. A program of cultural interpretation 
should be offered to educate visitors on the 
Blackfeet Tribe's history and significance as 
it relates to the east side of the park, and 
on park history at appropriate locations, 
including Lake McDonald, the 1913 Ranger 
station at st. Mary, and the backcountry 
chalets. 

8. The park's library, slide collection, and 
museum should be operated and expanded in 
support of the above activities and for park 
staff and visitor reference use. 

9. A year-round program of community 
outreach and environmental education should 
be maintained to foster long term community 
awareness and support of park mandates, and 
to educate school children to environmental 
values exemplified in Glacier National Park. 
Park staff will foster an ongoing pa~tnership 
with Glacier Institute as part of 
implementing this program. 

10. Through a free publications program and 
adequate numbers of trained staff, in 
compliance with the Backcountry and Bear 
Management Plans, interpretation should 
provide visitor information, services, and 
backcountry permits for over 3,500 permit 
holders, 2,000,000 visitors, and 20,000 
information requests received each year by 
mail or phone. 

11. The Interpretive Division should retain 
the ability to administer its affairs for 
production of over 1,000 pieces of official 
correspondence annually, attendance at over 
150 meetings annually, fulfillment of annual 
reporting requirements, personnel management 
responsibilities, and other administrative 
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duties as well as exercising regional, 
servicewide, and national leadership in 
National Park Service interpretive practices. 

12. Formal information and interpretive 
services provided by concessioners should be 
of a quality similar to those provided by 
park staff. For continued improvement in 
visitor services, there is a need for 
increased interface between park interpretive 
staff and concessioner staff to provide 
employee training, general program 
development/content, and feedback related to 
the quality and effectiveness of concession 
interpretation . 
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IN REPLY REFER ro, 

KlB (RMR-MI) 

Memorandum 

To: 

From: 

Copy to Andy Kardos 

United States Department of the Interior 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGIONAL OFFICE 
12795 W. ALAMEDA PARKWAY 

P.O. BOX 25287 
DENVER. COLORADO 80225-0287 

··· j 5 1992 

fl# 
M~er, Harpers Ferry Center 

Regional Director, Rocky Mountain Region 

Subject: Approval of 1992 Interpretive Prospectus for Glacier National Park 

This memorandum will serve as our approval of the final draft of the subject 
document transmitted by Andy Kardos on May 18, 1992, subject to the following 
two cosmetic changes: 

1) Correct the date on the cover to "1992." A corrected mock-up has been 
sent to Bill Clark by the park. 

2) Delete sheet 3 which carries the Waterton/Glacier logo. The photo of 
the International Boundary on sheet 4 is preferred. 

We appreciate Bill Clark's cooperation on meeting all the needs expre~sed by 
the park. 

Robert M. Baker 

cc: 
Supt., Glacier NP 
GI.AC, Chief of Interpretation 
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